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Zusammenfassung

Measurement of Positron-Proton
Scattering at Q2 = 0.25GeV2

Dissertation
zur Erlangung des Doktorgrades

des Fachbereichs Physik
der Universität Hamburg

In dieser Arbeit wird gezeigt, daß es am HERA Speichering möglich ist, Wirkungsquerschnitte bei
kleinen Werten des Viererimpulsübertrags Q2 in der Positron-Proton Streuung zu bestimmen. Die
Positronen, die unter kleinen Winkeln (19mrad < 0 < 34mrad) gestreut werden, können durch
ein Wolframkalorimeter, das durch Siliziumdioden ausgelesen wird, nachgewiesen werden. Dieses
kompakte Kalorimeter befindet sich direkt neben dem Strahlrohr des Speicherrings, daher der Name
Strahlrohrkalorimeter. Aufgrund der räumlichen Nähe zu den in HERA umlaufenden Teilchenpaketen
ist auf gute Abschirmungen zu achten. Insbesondere die hohe Strahlenbelastung ist zu berücksichtigen.

Um das Kalorimeter auszulesen, wird ein Datennahmesystem eingesetzt, das auf einer Transputer-
architektur aufbaut Bei einer Kollisionsrate von 10.4 MHz wird eine Sample & Hold Schaltung verwen-
det. Mittels einfacher Energieschwellen und Zeitschnitten wird bei Luminositäten von 1030nn~ s~
eine Ereignisrate von 10 Hz auf der ersten Triggerstufe erreicht.

Der über den dem Strahlrohrkalorimeter zugänglichen kinematischen Bereich gemittelte Positron-
Proton Wirkungsquerschnitt ist atp = 49.5 ± 9 l(stat) + 13 3/ - 17.1(syst) nfa bei einem mittleren
(Q2) — 0.25GeV2 und Bjorken-z = 7.4 • 10~6 Dies kann in einen totalen Wirkungsquerschnitt für die
Streuung von virtuellen Photonen an Protonen bei (Q3} = 025OI'2 umgerechnet werden: o^-p —
130 ± 24(stat) + 35/ - 45(syst) /ib. Die mittlere Energie im Photon-Proton Schwerpunktsystem ist
dabei W = l83GeV. Den Wert für die Protonstrukturfunktion erhalt man zu F2 = 0.30 ± 0.12. Dies
stimmt im Rahmen der Fehler mit der Vorhersage von Donnachie und Landshoff überein.

vorgelegt von Abstract

Martin Löwe L.
aus Hamburg

Hamburg
1995

The feasibility of measuring cross sections at small values of the squared four-momentum transfer
<?a in positron-proton collisions at HERA is demonstrated. The positrons scattered at smaü angles
(19mrad < 6 < 34mrad) are detected by a small tungsten calorimeter with silicon diode readout
mounted on the bearnpipe of the ZEUS detector, hence the name beampipe ralorimeter. The Operation
of a beampipe calorimeter close to the beams of the HERA storage ring requires special care, in
particular the high radiation background needs attention.

A transputer based readout System, with a sample & hold architocture was used to take data at a
beam crossing frequency of 10.4 MHz. Making use of simple energy thresholds and timing cuts, a
first-level trigger rate on the order of 10 Hz was achieved at a luminosity of 1030 cm~2 s"1 ,

The ep cross section integrated over the kinematical ränge accessible to the beampipe calorimeter has
been determined to üfp = 49.5 ± 9 l(stat) + 13. 3/ - 17.1(syst) nh at a mean (Q2) = Q.ISGeV"1 and
Bjorken-i - 7.4 • 10~6. Translating this into a total cross section of virtual photons on protonS yields
0-,-p — 130 ± 24(stat) + 35/ - 45(syst) /ib at a photon-proton center of mass energy of W -
and a mean (Q2} - 0 25(Vel'2. The proton structure function is F2 = 0.30 ± 0.12. This value agrees
with the prediction of Donnachie-Landshoff within errors.
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I l l f lOtJt lClIUll

l Introduction

Measurements of the total hadron-proton cross sections at high energies have since a long time been
an importanl input to our understanding of sorae aspects of the high energy behaviour of strong
interactions. Among others, the attempt to understand total cross sections has given a strong impetus
to Regge theory and led to important applications and insights based on the Regge trajectory concept.

At large values of the center of mass energy (W > IQGeV) all hadron-proton cross sections show a
slow rise with energy [6, 2l] which cannot be explained by conventional Regge trajectories. This led
to the introduction of the Pomeron, a 'particle1 with the quantum mimbers of the vacuum, whose
exchange leads to the observed behaviour of the total cross sertions. New measurements at very high
energies at the pp collider at CERN [78] and at HERA [43, 83] have shed new light at this hypothetical
particle, and its investigation is presently at the center of interest. Interactions of high energy (virtual)
photons can be incorporated into this body of knowledge via the verlor dominance model (VMD),
which has been shown to work well at sub-HERA energies H connects photon-proton interactions
with vector-meson-proton reactions, and thus should describe photoproduction by the same formalism
äs hadron-hadron interactions.

For the total photoproduction cross section, a similar behaviour had been indicated in fixed target
experiments before the advent of HERA Now the HERA storage ring allows measurements of pho-
toproduction at very high energies, corresponding to about 40TeV beam energy in a fixed target
arrangement. Therefore the asymptotic behaviour of photoproduction becomes quite evident in the
HERA regime.

Figure 1.1 shows the measurements of the total photoproduction cross section of protons at HERA
together with the measurements at lower energies The slow rise of the cross section with center of
mass energy W is evident; it is consistent with theoretical predictions from Regge models derived from
hadron-hadron interactions. Now, in contrast to hadron-hadron interactions, there is an additional
dimension to explore with photons, because photons can be easily put off the mass shell in electropro-
duction experiments Scattering can be explored at various values of Q2, the virtuality of the photon.
This technique yields new insights: in contrast to the slow rise of the total tp cross section of real
photons, the cross section <T^'p of virtual photons at values of Q2 greater than a few GeVJ shows a
strong rise with the center of mass energy W, this is shown in figure l 2. This can be understood
äs a consequence of the strong rise in the proton structure function FI at small values of Bjorken x,
which has been measured at HERA [41, 81] and is shown in figure 1.3. In the parton model it can
be interpreted äs a strong rise in parton densities at small values of x and has aroused considerable
theoretical interest

The intermediate Q2 region between photoproduction with real pholons and the region of deep inelastic
scattering (0 < Q2 < a fewGeV2) hassofar not been measured at HERA. 1t is of ronsiderable interest
to explore how the cross section develops with Q2 in between the two very different ways of behaviour,
which has been seen for real photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering. Also, some theoretical
descriptions of deep inelastic scattering in the context of QCD use äs an anchorpoint parton densities
in this intermediate region of Q2 [37]. Experimentally, to get to this transition region at small Q2,
one has to go to very small angles of the scattered positron. At HERA energies, this corresponds to
angles of about 25 nirad. It poses an experimental challenge to operate detectors a few centimeters
away from positron and proton beams

In this thesis a feasibility study of such a measurement is presented. The scattered positron/electron
is detected in a beampipe calorimeter, with tungsten absorber plates and siliron diode readout. This
choiceof materials allows a compact design necessary todetert positrons al small angles The calorime-
ter was placed 3.06 m from the interaction point in the positron dirertion dirertly riext in the beampipe,
a few centimeters away from the circiilating lieams. The design, riinning expericuce, prohlems, and a
first rneasiirement of the total photon-proton cross section in this new Q2 rcgion wi l l be presented-
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Figure 1.1: Total photoproduction cross sections from low energy and HERA data, adopted from (57J.
The Hl point is taken from [42], the ZEUS data are from [85) and [57], and the low energy data from

[51].
The dashed lines labeled ALLM [1], Wu [14], DL [28] and DL2 are results from different parametriza-
tions of a'f. The curve labeled DL2 uses a pomeron intercept of t - l - 0.112 äs resulting from
recent measurements by the CDF collaboration [21].
The dash-dotted lines show the cross section calculated with the inclusion of hard scattering [71], so
called minijet models. A p,1"'" = 2GeV(\.\GeV) is used for the lower (higher) prediction using the
Drees-Grassie [31] parton distribulion of the photon.
The solid line is a prediction from Schuler and Sjöstrand [70].
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are ALLM parametrizations [l], fitted to the lower energy data (H'2 < 400GeV3), and extrapolated
to the high energy region (adapted from [52]). The parameters are different values of Q2 measured in
GeV*.
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Figure 1.3: Proton structure function fj versus XBJ for different Q2 bins. The ciirves are parametriza-
tions from next to leading Order calculations. The plot is taken from [50].

2. 7'heoretica! franicwort

2 Theoretical framework

The high Q2 behaviour (Q2 > l.SCfV) of electron proton scattering, also termed deep inelastic
scattering (D1S), is well described by perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD)

At lower values of Q2 perturbation theory breaks down. In the very low Q2 regime Regge theory is
able to describe the total cross section of photoproduction (Q2 = 0) quite well.

The kinematical region probed by the measurements with the new beampipe calorimeter is yBjortea s*
0.37 corresponding to W = 183CeV, Q2 sä 0.25GeV2, and xBj = 7.4 1(T6. This region is in the
transition between deep inelastic scattering and photoproduction. The next sections give a brief
introduction into the different regimes.

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram of lepton nucleon scattering in lowest order a

2.1 Deep inelastic scattering

Scattering of electrons off protons in first order perturbation theory (i.e. QED) is shown in figure 2.1.
An incoming lepton with four momentum k scatters off an incoming proton with foiir-momentum p
and mass M. The outgoing lepton has momentum k\e outgoing hadronic system (which might be
the original nucleon in case of elastic scattering) has momentum px and mass MX- The invariants
used are listeö in table 2.1.

s s (p + k)2

'* = (1+p)2
_ P ' 9 _

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
M 2AT " "

Table 2.1: Definition of kinematical invariants

The transition amplitude for elastic scattering is given by (setting PA - P' the four momentum of the



oulgoing nurleon)

T»~>J r (-%)'•<*• (2.6)

where q = k - k' in the propagator term refers to the four momentum of the exchanged photon. The
electron transition current j*1 and the proton transition current J*1 are given by

II \„'(*'-*) * O 7\ ' \t-<)

,n _ / ir^ufnle1'*'"'''* (2 8)

where the w(p) are Dirac fermion spinors. The ignorance of the internal structure of the nucleon is
parametrized in

T" = —
2M

(2.9)

where F( and F3 are two independent form factors, K is the anomalous magnetic moment, and M the
mass of the nucleon.

1t should be noted, that not only massless photons can be exchanged between the lepton and the
nucleon, but also massive gauge bosons. For electron proton scattering, the ZQ äs well äs the charged
W may become exchanged. The propagator term for massive gauge bosons of mass MG is

(2.10)

Due to the mass term A/£ in the denominator (Mw = SOGeV, MZ = 91GeV) massive gauge bosons
can be completely ignored in the kinematical regime of this analysis (Q2 =s 0.25GeV2).

The cross section can be written äs

j_ ~2 c«

dE'dti g* E

with the tensor

v* = (

(2.11)

(2.12)

The cross section in the laboratory frame for elastic scattering becomes then

,,b 4F2 sin4 E 1 + r
(2.13)

The above equation is known äs the Rosenbluth formula, where the following quantities have been
introduced:

E energy of the incoming lepton
E' energy of the outgoing lepton
& scattering angle of the lepton
T = -<72/4A/2

GE =
G M =

2. Theoretical fr^n]ework

The form factors GE and G M are closely related to the nucleon electric and magnetic moment distri-
butions in the brick wall frame.

In the case of inelastic scattering, the outgoing hadronic System consists of several particles that rannot
be described by a single Dirac fermion spinor. The hadronic tensor in (2.11) is parametrized for the
spin averaged cross section äs

(2.14)

with Wi and W2 two independent inelastic structure functions. These structure fnnctions depend on
two independent variables. A conventiona! choice is q2 and v.

The cross section in the laboratory frame is then

(2.15)

The lepton mass m, and the nucleon mass have been neglected. These masses show up in additional
terms like m%/Q2 and M2/s. In the kinematical ränge of this analysis, m2. < Q2 < AfjJ, and
s =B 9 - 104GeK2. Therefore the terms m2/Q2 <e l and M2/s •£ l can be safely ignored.

2.1.1 Total photon proton cross section

The total cross section for scattering of real photons of energy K and helicity A off unpolarized protons
can be obtained along the lines of the preceeding section where the lepton tensor is replaced by the
polarization vector t;J

and no internal propagator of course.

K

(2.16)

(2.17)

In equation (2.17) real photons have a flux factor 4A/fi" assoriated with them. For virtual photons
q2 / 0 the flux is not well defined any more. The conventiona] choice is to require

(2.18)

(2-19)

to hold, leading to

W2 - A/2

This is known äs the Hand convention. Using (2.14) one obtains for the cross sections of transversely
and longitudinally polarized photons on protons:

K

K

(2.20)

(2.21)



2.1.2 Quark parton model

At values of Q2 3> M2 the virtual photon Starts to resolve the constituents of the nucleon. In the
approximation of the naive quark parton model the structure functions W\d W^ are independent
of Q2 at fixed xBj, the so called Bjorken scaling variable:

= F2(x)

where the dimensionless variables

2p q IMv

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

have been introduced.

The double differential cross section for deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering (2.15) then becomes

(2.26)

The structure functions FI and Fj are identified with the momentum distributions fi(x) of the quarks
within the nucleon (quark structure functions):

F2(x) = ye'x/ifx), (2.27)

where the sum includes all valence and sea quarks of the nucleon, e; is the Charge of the respective
quark. Due to the spin l (1 of the partons one has in the naive parton model the Callan-Gross relation
[19]

Fa = 2xFi(x). (2.28)

By integrating over the quark structure functions one obtains momentum sum rules. Checking with
data reveals that about 50% of the momentum of a nucleon is not carried by the quarks. Therefore
some other constituents, namely the gluons, in the nucleon have to participate in the dynamics. Gluons
can be emitted like Bremsstrahlung from the quarks within the nucleon. This gives rise to logarithmic
violations of scaling. At Iowest order this leads to

(2.29)

The P„(z) represents the probability of a quark emitting a gluon and so becoming a quark with
momentum reduced by a fraction z. The lower limit n on the transverse momentum is introduced äs
a cutoff to regularize the divergence when Q2 -> 0, and a, is the strong coupling constant. The quark
densities fq(x,Q2) now depend also on Q2.

The Q2 evolution of the quark densities is expressed by

d/,(z,Q3
(2.30)

2; Theoreticul daniew<uk_

Similar equations describe the evolution of the gluon densities. This System of integro-differential
equations is called the DGLAP equations [4, 27, 39).

The approximate solutions of the DGLAP equations predict a growth of parton densities fq(x,Q2)
for x -t 0 for fixed Q2. This translates into » growth of F? whirh is ronfirmed by experiment, see
figure 1-3 on page 4 and figure 2.2 on page 10.

In case massive gauge bosons are not ignored in the propagator term, the neutral current. (2.7) has a
parity violating {vector - axial vector) structure

;*>, (231)

with c\f and c^ the electro-weak coupling constants of the electron äs defined in the Standard Model.
The lepton tensor then contains anti-Symmetrie components. More structure funrtions have to be
introduced; exploiting CP invariance and neglecting the lepton mass, only one extra struclure function
is needed [68]. The cross section (2.26) becomes

= ~ IvxF, (x) + 1(1 - j,)F2(x) ± (l - y-)xF3(x)]
v L y J

(2.32)

Due to the small value of the four momentum transfer FS can be completely neglected for this analysis,
see the argument following equation (2.10).

2.1.3 The Weizsäcker-Williams approximation

Using the definition of the structure functions FI and F3 in {2.22} and (2.23) and making use of
v2/Q2 = 2.5 • 104y/i » l for the entire kinematic ränge (excluding only a small region of quasi-elastic
scattering with y/x < 10"*), the virtual photon proton cross sections (2.20) and (221) become

<TT =

"i =

MK '

4*2° [ î _ r-,1 = 1̂  ^L
M K l 2x M M K 2x '

(2.33)

(2.34)

where the longitudinal structure function

(2.35)

has been introduced. Note that the Caüan-Gross relation (2.28) of the naive parton rnodel is expected
to be violated at small values of Q2 and j.

For small x or Q2 < M the flux factor (2.19) K = v(\ x) is just K = v. Solving (2.33) and (2.34)
for FI and FI yields

xF, - 1̂-1) 1Tr^a L
(2.36)

(2.37)
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Q2= 8.5 GeV2
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• ZEUS SVX 1994
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Figure 2.2: The measured structure function F2 äs measured by ZEUS in low Q2 bins [82l. Shown
are results from a shifted vertex analysis (SVX, solid dots), initial state radiation analysis (ISR, solid
triangles) and from the 1993 analysis (open squares), compared with the expectations from GRV(94)
(solid line) and Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) (dashed line). Overall normalisation uncertainties of
3% for the 1994 results and 3.5% for the 1993 points are not shown. The inner error bars represent
the statistical errors, while the outer bars represent the systematical error added in quadrature to the
statistical errors.

TJieorctiraf fram

Inserting (2.36) and (2.37) into (2.26) one gets for Q2 » m2

v y (2.38)

This is the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation. The cross section for electron proton collisions is
expressed in terms of the cross section for photons on protons. The probability that such a photon
is emitted from the incoming electron is expressed by the kinematical factors given above. For Q2

getting closer to m\d in partirular for the photoproduction limit, more terms have to be kept
in (2.15) which account for 7% of the total photoproduction cross section at HERA energies [17].

2.2 Regge theory

Regge theory is based on the assumption of analytirity1 of the scattering amplitude A. In the partial
wave formalism [54] the scattering amplitude A is continued into the unphysical region

(2.39)

with the square renter of mass energy s and the square four-momentum transfer on the hadron vertex
t äs given in table 2.1 on page 5.

In a diagram of J versus A/2 (Chew-Frautschi plot, see figure 2.3) the observation is that particles
and resonances with a given spin J and mass M line up on certain trajectories. The idea is that the
partial wave amplitude a/ can be identified with a propagator like term for the exchanged particles

nto
(2.40)

where P[(() is the partial decay width of a given particleof mass mj. Therecipetoobtain the scattering
amplitude for a reaction is to selert the trajectory with the suitable set of quantum numbers that are
exchanged in that reaction. Equation (2.39) then becomes for the s-channel process

E W
1=0.2,4, ..

1=1.3,5,...

( -m
(2.41)

summed over the particles with mass mj on the appropriate trajectory. The selection of even or odd
values of / is due to the parity conservation of the strong interaction.

The scattering amplitude (2.41) ran be continued to complex /. As Regge has provod [67] this is
possible for a wide class of potentials, the only singularities being poles, so called 'Regge poles'. The
sum then becomes an integral along an appropriately choosen path ( in the complex / plane:

*(t) = rr + 1) e"'±l P,(z)
t~mf sin(7rO'

(2.42)

where the PI(Z) are now Legendre functions of the first kind for complex /. The term (e"1 ± l)/2
ensures that only the poles with even (+) or odd (-) angular momentum contribute Following the

1 More precisely 'maximal analylicity of the second kind', i.e. the scattering amplitude has only isolaled singnlarities
in the romplex t plane [25].



Figure 2.3: Chew-Frautschi plot. All mesons containing u, d, s quarks are plotted in the plane angular
momentum J versus mass squared M2, data from [64]. The o are mesons made of u and d quarks
and antiquarks, the A represent mesons including s quarks. The solid lines are fits to the Regge
trajectories, the dashed and dotted lines their extensions into the nonfitted regions.

Cauchy theorem, this integral equals the sum of the residues of the potes enclosed by the path, which
leadsto(2.41).

The Chew-Frautschi plot suggests that there is a function

(2.43)

linking the particles and resonances of given isospin and strangeness, which can be expanded around
t = m]:

da ,
< i ( t ) S 5 J + -r(t-mt), (2.44)

neglecting higher derivatives. This can be put into (2.42)

R(*). (2.45)
2sin(ir() a(t) -1 dt.

One assumes that the integrand vanishes on an appropriately choosen path. With the pole at Q(() = l
Caurhy's theorem reduces the integral to just the residue of the pole

2sin(jra(t)}
• ra(f dt

(2.46)

fmmework JL2

After this simplifkation the sum (2.41) over many particles becomes just a single term. The term
Q(() is commonly known äs a Regge trajectory. The functional behavionr can be dednced from the
Chew-Frautschi plots. In figure 2.3 linear fits are applied to trajectories of fixcd isospin /.

The value for the fit of the highest lying trajectory ap>u,,(() including higher sp-n states taken from the
literature [29] is

o(t) = 0 .44+0.93- | t | .

Since |(| is usually small compared to s, P„(i) has the asymptotic behaviour for large s of

— o./'j.y"1
\so/

Therefore the scattering amplitude can be written äs

,a(0

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

This result shows that all the contributions to the cross section of a given process depend on!y on the
Regge trajectory for all the resonances on the corresponding trajectory. The differential cross section
at |(| >£ s is

(2.50)

where a(t) is the Regge trajectory of the process given

The optical theorem relates the total cross section to the imaginary pari of the elastic (f = 0) scattering
amplitude in the forward direction.

Putting in equation (2.49) yields

_tol _a(t=0)-l

(2.51)

(2.52)

This shows that the total cross section is dominated by the highest lying trajectory. From (2.47) one
has a(0) = 0.44, therefore

<7 t o I~S-i (2.53)

is predicted.

This behaviour is not observed by hadron-proton interactions at high energy. Rather a slow rise of
cross sections is observed at center of mass energies W S> lOGeV. This energy behaviour cannot
be explained by the exchange of a conventional trajectory and therefore requires the introduction
of a hypothetical particle, the Pomeron. The Pomeron has the quantum numbers of the vacuum,
!p - Q+,S - B = Q = 0, and the intercept of its trajectory at ( - 0 is expected to be aP(0) £ 1.

Donnachie and Laiidshoff [29] have surcessfully fitted the total cross sertions at high energy for
pp,pp.x±p,K±p, and tp to a sum of two terms, one due to the Pomeron trajectory and one diie
to the exchange of the highest lying conventional trajerlory (p, <*i, /, a). Their ansatz of the form

= X W'2" (2.54)



gives a good fit to the high energy cross sections and yields

t = 0.0808 and ij = 0.4525

corresponding to

ap = 1.0808 and o» = 0.5475,

(2.55)

(2.56)

rlose to expectations

Donnachie and Landshoff point out, that these exponents are 'effective' exponents - they are expected
to show a (slow) dependence on W due to multiple exchanges; at present the data do not require this.
At extreniely high energies, when one approaches the Froissart-Martin bound [34J

< c (log IV)2 (2-57)

this might become relevant This bound foilows from unitarity of the partial wave scattering ampli-
tudes and the optical theorem. It can also be proven from field theory [59]. Therefore some mechanism
has to be invoked for the extremely high energy total cross sections to obey unitarity.

2.3 Application to inelastic ep scattering

Donnachie and Landshoff have applied these ideas to describe inelastic ep scattering at not too large
values of Q2 (Q2 <£ \OGeV2) [30]. The total i'p cross section for virtual photons can be connected
with the proton structure function F2 via eqüation (2.37). Near Q3 = 0, where perturbation theory
cannot be applied to describe F2, it will depend on Q3 and x. Its Q2 dependence for small values of
Q2 is of the form of eqüation (2.37); its z dependence foilows according to Regge theory the same
Regge parametrizations äs for hadrons

Donnachie and Landshoff therefore make the following ansatz for ^2-

(2.58)

with the same Regge exponents äs for hadronic scattering and a Q2 dependence suggested by eqüa-
tion (2 37) They have fitted this form to measurements of the NMC collaboration at lower energies
and this can make a prediction for measurements at HERA; they are particularly relevant for the
i, Q2 values of this experiment.

2.4 Vector meson dominance tnodel

The vector meson dominance niodel (VMD) [35, 69] is inspired by the fact that photon-hadron physics
at high energies exhibit similar properties äs hadron-hadron physics. The uncertainty prmciple allows
a photon to fluctuate into qq pairs with the same quantum numbers äs the photon: the vector mesons
The probability for this to occur is rather small but it is more than compensated for by the murh
larger cross section of mesons on protons. The niain ingredients of this model shall be presented in
the following. The notation used here foilows [70].

The photon is modelled äs a superposition of a bare photon [TB) and a hadronic component

(2.59)

2. Theoietical

with c being a normalization constant. The hadronic state has to carry the same quantum numbers
äs the photon JFC = l~~,Q = B = S = 0.

The vector meson dominance model assumes that the bare component \fg) can be neglected with
respect to the hadronic one. The simplest formulation of VMD assumes that the three lightest vector
mesons p°, w, and <f> are the sole hadronic constituents of the photon. H is motivated by the abundant
production of those mesons that is observed in photoproduction This results in

Z-, -\V). (2,60)

The factor Ana/fy gives the probability for the transition 7 -> V. The couplings imply that the
photon can be foimd in its VMD state for about 0.4% of the time. The coefficients /£/4jr have been
determined in fits to Iow energy data, for a detailed account, see [8].

2.20
23.6
18.4

(2.61)

These coefficients are the geometrical mean of e~* e anniliilation and photoproduction of verlor mesons
data. Usually, they are assumed to be independent of energy.

The inclusion of higher mass vector mesons is referred to äs generalized vector meson dominance
(GVD). All event rlasses known from hadron-hadron collisions may occur in the VMD model, such äs
elastic, diffractive, low-px and high-pi events.

In the vector meson dominance model the single and double diffractive processes are

7 +p -> V + X,

7 + P -» A" + p,

7 + p -4 Xi + X?,

where the X denotes a final state made of several hadrons.

N on-diffractive events are characterized by

7 + p -> A",

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.65)

where the System X does not allow identification of the reaction products with a dissociated photon
or proton. The true elastic (Compton) process

7 + P

is of O(a2), whereas the VMD elastic process

7 +p -t V - + p

(2.66)

(2.67)

is of O(Q), therefore the Compton process can generally be neglected.

If the transverse momentum pi in the event is larger than a= \.3GeV an exchanged ghion has a
transverse wavelength that is smaller than the typical size of hadrons. 1t therefore Starts to probe the
partonic content of the vector mesons.



A class of events, that conventionally is not part of the vector meson dominance model, enters if the
photon fluctuates into a qq pair of larger virtuality Q2 > 2.2GeK. This process is pertnrbativeiy
calculable. H gives rise to the anomalous part of the photon structure function, henre leading [70] to
name it the 'anomalous1 event class.

Putting together the VMD, the anomalous, and the direct class (interactions of the bare photon) the
total cross section can be written äs

- „VMD (2.68)

For collisions of virtual photons 7* with protons the prediction from the vector meson dominance
model for transversely polarized photons at a ~t"p center of mass energy W and a four-momentum
transfer Q2 of the virtual photon is

(2.69)

where ffyp(W) is the total cross section of transversely polarized vector mesons on protons at Q2 = 0.
Similarly, for longitudinally polartzed photons one obtains

(2.70).7(^ + 0*
The factor & defined by

(2.71)

with the expectation 0 < £y < l, is introduced because the cross section may be different for longitu-
dinally and transversely polarized hadrons. Some data suggest £ =» 0 [73]. A reanalysis [2] of that data
contests this finding and suggests f, = l, äs do references therein on small Q2 data and äs expected
from the additive quark model or models based on exchange of Pomerons. The ratio (2.71) has also
been measured at HERA for p° production in deep inelastic scattering [84],

+2.8
-0.6 (2.72)

where the statistical and systematic error have been added in quadrature.

Using above equations (2.69) and (2.70) and assuming ( = l the cross section for longitudinally
polarized photons can be expressed in terms of the cross section for transversely polarized photons:

(2.73)

which shall be used later in the discussion of the results of this analysis.

3 ZEUS detector

ZEUS is a multipurpose detector aiming at a spatial coverage äs complete äs possible. The main
components (see figure 4.1 on page 20) are a vertex detector, a central tracking deteclor, planar
drift chambers in the forward (proton) and backward (positron) directions plus transition radiation
detectors, all in a magnetic field of l .43 T provided by a thin superconducting solenoid. These tracking
devices are surrounded by a high resolution calorimeter. The magnetized iron yoke surrounding the
calorimeter is instrumented for use äs a backing calorimeter and rauon deteclor. In the forward
dirertion iron toroids and tracking chambers reinforce muon detection. To detect forward scattered
protons, six silicon detector stations inserted into the beampipe act äs a proton spectrometer. In
the backward direction photon and electron detectors close to the beampipe serve äs the luminosity
monitor. Interesting physics occur at a rate of a few Hz while background from proton beam gas
interactions has a much higher rate, on the Order of 100 kHz. To filier the events, the ZKUS detector
is furnished with a 3-level, staged trigger system.

The following sections describe those detector components in more detail that are used in this analysis.
For a detailed description of all components see [86].

3.1 High resolution calorimeter

The ZEUS calorimeter [5, 26] is a sampling calorimeter made of layers of depleted uranium inter-
leaved with plastic scintillator. By choosing the correct fraction of absorber to readout material,
the calorimeter has the same response to electrons and hadrons, i.e it is a so called compensating
calorimeter. The scintillator tiles form towers which are read out via wave length shifter bars, light
guides, and two photomultipliers The calorimeter is segmented longitudinally into an electromag-
netic and one or two hadronic sections. The tower sizes are 5 x 20cm2 in the electromagnetic section
and 20 x 20cm2 in the hadronic section. The calorimeter is divided into a forward2 (FCAL), barrel
(BCAL), and a rear (RCAL) part with a depth of 7, 5, and 4 absorption lengths, respectively. In the
forward hemisphere the solid angle coverage corresponds to 99.8%, in the rear part it is 99.5%, the
difference to 100% due to the openings for the beampipe. The polar angle coverage extends from 2.2°
to 176.5° where 0° is the proton beam direction The energy resolution is imder testbeam conditions
for electrons a E f E = Q.lB/</E®l% (E in GeV) and for hadrons oFJE = 0.35/\/£®2%. The
calorimeter also provides timing Information. The time resolution depends on the energy deposition;
for energies greater than 4.5GeV it is better than l ns.

3.2 ZEUS calorimeter first level trigger

The calorimeter first level trigger (CFLT) is designed to process events by applying pattern rerognition
algorithms and fast digital summation techniques in Order to collert inleresting physics events and
to reduce background from interactions of the beams with the residual gas in the beampipe. The
decisions are derived in a pipetined fashion every 96ns, the time interval between consecutive bunch
crossings in HERA.

The signal of each of the 12864 photomultipliers of the uranium calorimeter is split into an analog
pipeline to the ZEUS readout System and a signal for the front end cards of the CFLT. Trigger sum
cards combine those analog Signals to 896 calorimeter trigger towers (20 * 20 rm2) Each trigger tower
is divided into an electromagnetir and a hadronic sertion. This analog Information is shipped into
the electronirs housing next to the detector, in which all the delcctor DAQ Systems reside. Trigger

'Direction of the proton beam
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encoder cards digitize the informalion of the trigger towers every 96ns by two 8-bit flash ADCs with
high and Iow gain

The digitized information is processed by lookup tables to provide directional (e.g. transverse and
missing energy) and regional (e.g energy in trigger towers around the beampipe) trigger Information.
This information uses calibration constants preloaded into lookup tabies äs weil The catibration is
done by comparing the trigger data with the information from the calorimeter gathered with the data
readout chain. The resolution of the digitized trigger energies is 48.8 MeV and the dynamic ränge
is 400Cf V, The noise from electronics and uranium fission is measured to be below 200 MeV. This
allows trigger thresholds äs Iow äs 464AfeV, äs being employed in the GFLT triggers used in this
analysis (see section 11.6).

Adder cards combine the information from the trigger encoder cards to provide detailed and global
information for every bunch crossing. 1t also applies pattern recognition algorithms to identify isolated
electrons and muons. Each adder card is dedicated to a certain number of trigger towers. An additional
set of lookup tables receiving 6-bit compressed scale information compares the energy deposition
against six program m able thresholds and calculates the energy of each trigger tower on a 3 bit scale3.
The adder cards process the data into quantities used by the global first level trigger.

The information from the different adder cards is shipped to the CFLT trigger processor which handles
the communication with the ZEUS Global First Level Trigger (GFLT). Before sending the calorimeter
trigger quantities to the GFLT the Information of all adder cards is combined to form the final sums
of global and regional quantities and counting the number of isolated particles The quantities used
in the trigger for the beampipe calorimeter can be found in table C.2 in appendix C.

A more detailed description of the calorimeter first level trigger System can be found elsewhere [75].

3.3 Central tracking detector and vertex detector

Of the tracking devices of ZEUS only the central tracking detector (CTD) and the vertex detector
(VXD) are being used in this analysis. Both chambers operate in a solenoidal magnetic field of 1.43 T.
Great care has been taken in the selection of the materials and the mechanical design for the inner
tracking detectors to present äs little dead material äs possible for the calorimeters surrounding them.

The vertex detector is surrounding the beampipe at radü from 106.5mm to 142.5mm. It conists of
120 cells with 12 sense wires each. The wires run parallel to the beam axis. The chamber is filled with
dimethylether which allows high spatial resolution of the particle tracks

The CTD is a drift chamber surrounding the VXD. Its diameter is 1650 mm and its length is 2400 mm.
The chamber consists of 72 cylindrical drift layers organised into 9 superlayers. Five of the superlayers
have their wires parallel to the chamber axis, four superlayers have a small stereo angle of 5°. The
total number of sense wires is 4608. The chamber is filled with a mixture of 85% argon, 8% COj, 7%
ethane, and 0.8% ethanol [33) The single track resolution in 1994 was 153 ̂ m [32]. The resolution
in transverse momentum is v(pr)/Pr *=
efficiency is greater than 95%.

• pj)2 + (0.016)2 where pr is in GeV The single hit

The vertex resolution using the information from VXD and CTD is 4mm in z and l mm in the xy
plane.

'These so called threshold bits are denoied by the extension '.(V to the names of the calorimeter quantiti« Where
such ihreshold bits were used in the trigger tor this analysis can be found in table C.2 in appendiü C, »hpre the definitions
of the BPC GFLT trigger are listed

3. ZEUS detector

3.4 Luminosity monitor

The luminosity monitor consists of two electromagnetic calorimeters, located in the HERA tunncl
in the direction of the outgoing positrons. Photons leave the HERA proton beampipe through a
beryllium-copper exit window at z = -82m, pass through a carbon filier at z = -103m to shicld
against Synchrotron radiation, and are detected by a lead scintillator sampling calorimeter at z =
-106 m. The calorimeter is 23 radiation lengths XQ deep and has a Position detector inserted after 4
XQ. Since the carbon filter did not shield completely against Synchrotron radiation, some additional
lead shielding has been installed during 1994, for details see [66],

The positron calorimeter consists of a lead scintillator Sandwich calorimeter of thickness 21 Xo- At a
depth of 7 Xo a position detector is installed. The positron calorimeter is positioned at z = -35m
near the positron beampipe. The positrons coming from the interaction point have to pass through
quadrupole and dipole magnets. Those magnets defiect positrons that are below nominal beam energy
out of the beampipe onto the positron calorimeter. The acceptance in energy is therefore restricted
to£ = 9.2-18.2GcV[57],

The luminosity measurement is based on the detection of ep bremsstrahlung events. The cross section
for this process is known to high accuracy from QED given by the Bethe-Hehler formula. If the
event rate can be determined accurately, a precise determination of the luminosity is possible. To
be insensitive to the acceptance of the positron tagger, which is complicated by the trajectory of the
charged particles through the HERA magnets, the luminosity determination is using the counting
rate in the photon calorimeter alone. For this measurement a precise knowledge of the energy of the
incoming photon is important.

The positron beamgas interactions have the same experimental signature. To subtract this back-
ground, the event rate for 'pilot' positron bunches is also determined. Pilot bunches are particle
packets in HERA that have their respective partner bunch not filled such that there are no ep colli-
sions occuring, when the particles traverse the ZEUS detector. This background rate is scaled by the
current of particles in those bunches with respect to the bunches that participate in ep collisions and
statistically subtract ed.
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4 Beampipe calorimeter

The beampipe calorimeter is located 3.055m from the interaction region of the ZEUS detertor in the
direction of the positrons, in front of the collimator C5 (seenfrom the interaction point, see figure 4.1).
U is a small (240mm • 112mm • 80mm) tungsten silicon sampling calorimeter, designed to detect
scattered positrons. Its nominal polar angle acceptance is 18.8 - 34.5 mrad. The detector is mounted
next to the beampipe, on the inside of the HERA storage ring. Right in front of the calorimeter there
is a steel and tungsten flange which has a total thickness of 2.8 radiation lengths and acts äs the first
layer of absorber of the BPC.

The front-end electronics reside within the box of the calorimeter at the beampipe. The readout
System for triggering and digitization is located in the so called 'Rucksack', the housing of all the
ZEUS electronics next to the detector.

Figure 4.1: Location of the beampipe calorimeter within ZEUS

4.1 W-Si calorimeter

The calorimeter, its position detector and the associated electronics, are contained within a box of
overall size 240mm 112mm (along the beampipe} - 80mm. The bottom, top and side walls are made
of aluminum, 5 mm thick. The front face, where the particles enter, and the back side consist of l mm
copper

As ran be seen in figure 4-2, the calorimeter consists of 8 tungsten plates every II mm interspersed

'2l

Segment l a

Segment Ib

Beam Segment
,menl2

Segment 3

12 strips each

Segment k

Tungsten

90mm

60mm

Figure 4.2: The calorimeter and the position detector. The tungsten absorbers are shown in light
grey, the readout diodes in dark grey, and the position detector in white. Also indicated are the
readout segments: the Signals of a number of diodes are added together by analog circuitry. The
ZEUS coordinate System is shown.

with silicon diodes. Each tungsten plate measures 90mm - 60mm - 7mm. The thirkness corresponds
to two radiation lengths X0.

The active layers for readout are located in between the tungsten plates and also in front of the first
and behind the last one. Each active layer consists of four silicon diodes. They are the same diodes
äs are used in the Hadron Electron Seperator [86j of the ZEUS detector. Two diodes are mounted
together on a ceramic card, which hosts preamplifiers and calibration capacitors äs well,

The diodes have a thickness of 430/tm and an active area of 29.6 - 33.2mm2 |7| The four diodes of
each layer are placed next to each other, so that the total active area of the calorimeter is approx. 60

60mm2. Due to the mounting, there is a small gap between adjacent diodes on the same ceramic
card of 0.9mm. The ceramic cards were mounted on a motherboard in such a way that the active
areas of the diodes of different cards joined, See figure 4.3

4.2 Position detector

To ohtain information about the position of the incoming particles. two strip detpctors (Hamamatsu
S2461) are located in front of the first artive layer of the calorimetPr. The strip dptoctors are oriented
at 90° with respect to earh other. The first position detector has its strips verticaliy oriented, the
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Figure 4.3: The diode cards in the calorimeter. The dimensions shown correspond to the active area
of the diodes.

second one horizontally. Their active area is 48 - 48 mm2. The pitch is l mm. Due to a restriction in
the number of output amplifiers, 4 adjacent Strips are electrically connected in order to have 12 Strips
4 mm wide on each of the two position detectors.

4.3 Survey

The beampipe calorimeter has been sur-
veyed at the end of the 1994 datataking
period before being taken out. For that
purpose two survey marks had been at-
tached to the top of the BPC. The po-
sitions of these marks have been deter-
mined by triangulation with major survey
marks on the CTD frustum. In figure 4.4
the location of the survey marks on top
of the BPC can be found. The position
of the strip detector and the calorimeter
diodes with respect to these marks has
been determined in the DESY machine
shop with a three-dimensional survey ma-
chine. Adding the errors of the two sur-
veys the overall error in the position of
the BPC is 6 = 1.5mm.

Figure 4.4: Location of survey marks on the top side of
BPC (distances in mm)

The position of the geometrical center of
the position detector in the ZEUS reference system is shown in table 4.1. The center of the calorimeter,
äs defined by the point were the corners of the four diodes of the diodes join, in ZEUS coordinates
can be found in table 4.2. The offset between the position detector center and the calorimeter center
is A, = +3. l mm and A,, = -0.5 mm.

The ßPC äs being seen from the interaction area can be found in figure 4.5. The measurements äs
resulting from the survey have been marked.

4. Beampipe

mm
81.4
•3-1

-3055.4
84.5
-3.6

Table 4.1: Position of the center of the strip de- Table 4.2: Position of the center of the calorimeter
tector in ZEUS coordinates in ZEUS coordinates

Survey mark l

Figure 4.5: BPC seen from the interaction region, the difFerent parts are shown in the same shades «f
grey äs in figure 4.2



5 Readout electronics

A schematic diagram of the readout System can be found in figure 5.1. The Signals from the front-end
electronics in the BPC housing at the beampipe are transferred via 50 m twisted pair cables to the
electronics housing of the ZEUS detector, the so called 'Rucksack'. There, cable receivers filter noise
and amplify the signals. Their maximum is determined by a peak detector and stored in a sample
fe hold circuit until the global first level trigger (GFLT) of ZEUS has reached a decision to keep or
discard an event. For the BPC to participate in this decision making process, a trigger signal derived
by a constant fraction discriminator is provided to the GFLT. In case of a positive GFLT decision
the stored signal is digitized by a 12-bit ADC. The digitized data is then shipped to the ZEUS event-
builder (EVB) in case of a positive decision of the global second level trigger (GSLT). The readout
System is controlled by a transputer System. The online data processing is done on that System äs
well and it is described in section 6.

BtHpJte

Cikmmcfcr
=| C*k

R*Rqvtf

Delector Rucksack

Figure 5.1: The readout chain (the components are explained in section 5.2)

5.1 Front-end electronics

The calorimeter box hosts all the necessary electronics to operate the calorimeter itself and the posi-
tion detector. This includes power supplies, preamplifiers, analog sum amplifiers, cable drivers, and
testpulser.

5.1.1 Readout amplifiers

The signals of the diodes are amplified by hybrid electronics on the ceramic cards carrving the diodes.
These preamplified signals of a number of diodes are grouped into readout Segments which form the
different channels4 of the calorimeter, see figure 4.2.

• Segment i: The first two diode layers, i.e. after zero and two radiation lengths X0.

• Segment II: The 3riJ, 4lk, 5'*, ß"1 and l"1 diode layer. That corresponds to 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12
radiation lengths.

*Thp channel assJRnment can be found in apppndix A.

dectroitics.

• Segment I I I : The last two diode layers Those diodes have 14 resp. 16 .Y0 of absorber in front
of them.

Segment I is laterally divided into four subsegments. Seen froni the interaction point the subsegments
are:

• Segment la: The two diodes in the upper right quadrant.

• Segment Ib: The two diodes in the lower right quadrant.

• Segment Je: The two diodes in the lower left quadrant.

• Segment Id: The two diodes in the upper left quadrant.

The summing of the analog Signals is done by transimpedance amplifiers CLC401 [9]. The preamplified
signals of all diodes are added to derive an electronic analog sum signal. This signal is used to determine
the energy which theparticlesdeposit in the calorimeter. The Outputs of the transimpedance amplifiers
act äs quasi-different i al line drivers that ship the calorimeter signals via the 900 shielded twisted pair
cables to the electronics in the Rucksack of ZEUS

For the signals of the Strips of the Position detetcor MSD-2 amplifiers and matching line drivers are
used to feed the Signals over the twisted pair cables into the Rucksack electronics.

The connectors used and their pin assignment can be found in [55].

5.1.2 Test pulser

The testpulser is a custom design circuit for calibraüon purposes. It generates square wave pulses.
The risetimeis 50ns, the pulse duration BUS, with afalling edgeof 500/is. If a positive trigger signal is
applied to the pulser input a single pulse will be generated. This trigger signal has to be Urr,a > 2.0V
and the width to be 7Yrj9 > 50ns. The pulser will fire once for every incoming trigger.

The Output voltage U, i.e. the pulse height of the test pulse, can be controlled by supplying an external
reference voltage U„{ from the Rucksack.

The calibration for the testpulser is the following:

mV
V = 52—(6.0V -Vrff). (5.1)

U is the voltage applied by the testpulser to the calibration capacitors on the diodecards in mV and
Uref is the reference voltage measured in V. This reference voltage is looped back to the rucksack for
monitorin g purposes

5.1.3 Power supplies

The high voltage of-80 V for reverse biasing the diodes is supplied from the Rurksack and passively
filtered at the BPC. All other voltages required by the calorimeter electronirs are generated from
±9 V which are externally provided by the electronics in the Rucksack. Power regulators 7805 and
7905 provide ±5 V7. Voltages of ±4 V and -2 V are derived from these using the voltage drop arross
diodes.

The power regulators are mounted on the outside of the BPC case. This redures the heat production on
the inside, which is difficull to cool. Heating inside stems only from the inevitable power consumplion
of the amplifiers.



National Semiconductor LM35C temperature sensors are used for monitoring. They are sitting on
the outside of the walls of the calorimeter box and on the beampipe. The sensor on the walls of the
box is located near the heat sink of the voltage regulators It therefore should sense the maximum
temperature of the walls of the calorimeter box. The Hange sensor is located on top of the beampipe
near the top Si-PIN Diode used for background measurements [6l]. This sensor should sense the
temperature of the beampipe in the calorimeter region. The mean temperature of the calorimeter in
Operation is 40" C äs measured by the box sensor.

5.1.4 Grounding and electrica! shielding

Great rare was taken in providing a single good ground for the electronics of the calorimeter. Low
impedance paths are provided from every circuit board within the box to a certain ground point,
which is directly connected with the ground line of the power line input.

The electronics are shielded inside the box by means of copper foil which is at the same potential äs
the power ground. The walls of the calorimeter box in contrast are isolated against the electronics
in order to prevent induction of noise into the calorimeter electronics. If necessary, the box can be
put to any desired potential by using certain lines of the connectors. To be safe against electronics
oscillation, the calorimeter case was put to ground potential. The walls of the box are isolated from
the beampipe support äs well.

5.2 Electronics in the Rucksack

The readout chain in the Rucksack consists of the following parts: cable receiver (filter and amplifier),
peakdetector, sample & hold circuit and ADC. There is also a path for trigger data consisting of a
constant fraction discriminator, an interface to the ZEUS Global First Level Trigger (GFLT), and a
timing Controller. The readout system is under control of a transputer System whirh Interfaces with
the ZEUS Event-Builder (EVB), ZEUS Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT) and Run Control. A
schematic overview can be found in figure 5.1.

This readout System is located in the Rucksack rack C-3-9. Transputer, ADC, sample & hold circuit,
timing Controller, and the interface with GFLT reside in a VME crate. Cable receiver, discriminator,
and peak detector are housed in a NIM crate.

5.2.1 Cable receiver

The Signals of the beampipe calorimeter front-end electronics are brought via two 90S1 shielded twisted
pair cables into the Rucksack to the cable receivers. Inside the cable receiver the Signals are filtered by
a high frequency transformer, which blocks low frequency noise and high frequency transients. After
that the signals are amplified. The differential video amplifier LM733 used here allows to sei the gain
by means of a jumper. Values in the ränge of 10 to 400 are selectable. Both Outputs of these amplifiers
(inverted and non inverted) are buffered by a fast LH0002 amplifier. The circuit diagram can be found
in figure 5.2.

5.2.2 Trigger and interface to the GFLT

In order to derive a trigger decision and timing Information for the ZEUS Global First Level Trigger
(GFLT) and the control circuits of the peakdetector and the sample & hold circuit, the analog sum
signal of the calorimeter is fed into a constant fraction discriminator, which provides an accurate
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Figure 5.2: Cable receiver circuit diagram

timing independent of the signal height. In order to not disturb the analog signal, the sum signal for
the trigger is taken from the inverted output of the cable receiver which has its own outpnt driver.

The intrinsic timing resolution of the calorimeter is 1.8ns. The discriminator is a Canberra Model
2126, with a much better timing resolution. If a certain adjustable threshold is surpassed, a trigger
signal is passed to an interface to the GFLT. This interface called LFLT (Local First Level Trigger)
exchanges trigger information for every HERA bunch crossing with the GFLT. The data exchange
between GFLT and LFLT is done according to (77). The LFLT contains a TDC to compute timing
information for the GFLT with a timing resolution of 5 ns. A finite state machine Handies the different
trigger situations. It has also access to the VME-bus and can issue Interrupt requests to the transputer
System to inform the readout Software about the occurence of local or ZEUS wide triggers For more
details see [79].

The trigger signal is passed by the LFLT to a custom design timing Controller circuit, see figure 5.3.
This timing Controller derives the signals necessary to control peak detector, sample & hold circuit,
and ADC. All signals of LFLT and timing Controller use ECL logic.

The beampipe calorimeter readout System does not use pipelines for the data. Only data of one event
can be stored in the sample & hold circuit. The HERA bunch crossing number for the data in the
sample fc hold circuit is stored in the LFLT. In case the GFLT sends a positive trigger decision, the
bunch crossing number of the stored data is compared to the trigger decision's bunch crossing number
If no matching trigger decision reaches the LFLT within a certain timeout period (Software adjustable,
should be the GFLT decision Urne, currently 46 bunch crossings) the sample & hold circuit is cleared.

If the constant fraction discriminator has issued a trigger, the LFLT will inhibit any fürt her triggers
to the timing Controller until the GFLT derives a positive decision or the timeout occurs. Up to
that moment all other triggers coming from the discriminator are blocked in order not to corrupt the
already sampled data. This particular choice of readout scheme introduces a deadtime of 4.4 ps, the



Figure 5.3: Timing Controller of the beampipe calorimeter readout chain

Urne it takes the GFLT for its trigger decision. In case of a positive trigger decision for which the
bunch crossing numbers match, the ADC will be started. Its conversion time of 10 fis per channel
plus an extra 10 ns for internal timing, has to be added to the BPC deadtime for that event, giving a
total of 334.4/is.

All positive GFLT triggers are passed to the BPC readout Software by issuing an Interrupt request. If
the sample & hold circuit is ßlled but with data not corresponding to the bunch crossing of the GFLT
decision, that decision gets a special flag5, which is put into the data stream to the event-builder. By
using this flag in the offline analysis it is possible to monitor the total deadtime of the BPC. The
buffering that is necessary to prevent that the BPC readout Software misses a trigger decision while
busy with other tasks, e.g. serving an interrupt request of the ADC, is done by means of a FIFO buffer
for trigger decisions on the LFLT board. For more details see [79],

5.2.3 Peak detector

The second stage in the readout chain is a custom design peak detector facilitating CLC400 trans-
impedance amplifiers. It detects the peak value of the calorimeter signal and holds it for a few fis until
the following stage has sampled the Signal. The electronics is mounted in NIM cassettes. A circuit
diagram can be found in figures 5.4 and 5.5.

5.2.4 Sample & hold circuit

The third stage, housed in the VME crate, is based on a commercial sample and hold circuit, the
Analog Devices AD684. This integrated circuit can hold the stored value until a trigger decision has
been formed and the ADC has digitized the data. Over this time period of 335 fts there is virtually
no drop of the analog signal. For the circuit diagram see figure 5.6.

5.2.5 Analog to digital Converter

After a positive decision from the Global First Level Trigger, the signals enter au ADC, a Xycom
XVME566. This is a VME based 32 channel, 12 bit commercial ADC with a conversion time of 10/js
per channel.

Mn the LFLT Status word.
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Figure 5.4: Peak detector circuit diagram

5.2.6 Power supplies

All power supplies necessary to operate the beampipe calorimeter are located in the Rucksack. The
power cables have a cross-section of 3 x 2.5mm2. To account for resistive losses over the 30m of cable
to the calorimeter, the setting for nominal +9.0 V at the calorimeter is +9.4 V at the power supply,
and -9.2 V for nominal -9.0 V The current drawn is l .0 A (+9 V) and 0.8 A (-9 V).

The diode cards require for their Operation ± 9 V, all other required voltages are deduced from these
inside the calorimeter box, see section 5.1.3

The bias voltage to drive the diodes into depletion is provided by a medium voltage power supply
The setting used is -80 V. The current is small, approx. 300/tA
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Figure 5.6: Sample and hold circuit diagram
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6 Software of the beampipe calorimeter

The online Software of the beampipe calorimeter does all the tasks necessary to get the signals of the
calorimeter into the ZEUS data stream.

A schematic overview, the ftmctional model, of the readout Software can be found in figtire 6.1. The
system is event driven. In case data occurs from the ADC or the local trigger Interface (LFLT) the
Interrupt Server will send the Information to the internal data storage. The data there are processed
by a data mamanger which will finally ship the data to the ZEUS event-builder (EVB) in case that the
global second level trigger (GSLT) has accepted the event. Separate from this data handling, a local
run control tasks steers the Operation of the hard- and Software. H communicates with the outside
world via a UNIX Workstation (calec.desy.de). The outside world for the beampipe calorimeter are
the ZEUS Overall run control and human experts. The communication tasks on the Workstation are
described in section 6.7.

Figure 6.1: Functional model of the beampipe calorimeter readout Software

The readout Software runs on the Y transputer of a NIKHEF two transputer board [38]. Those trans-
puters are INMOS T800, with 4MB of dynamic memory, access to 128KByte triple ported memory,
which is the interface to the ZEUS event-builder, and access to the hosting VMEbus [13]

The Software has been written in Parallel C (e.g. [20]), which is an extension of the ANSI C Standard
to make use of the features specific to transputers.

Since the transputer has a schediiler, dispatcher and timer already integratcd into the processor's
hardware, there can be several processes running in quasi-parallel withoiit any need for an operating
System. Another important feature is the hardware support for fast serial comnumications. On four
bidirectional links on the T800 data can be transfered at speeds of 20 Mbits/s to other processors. It is
possible äs well to create such links between processes on the same proressor, which will rommunicate



throngh memory addresses.

6.1 Software configuration

Parallel C Supports two types of proresses, tasks and threads. Tasks are fully seif contained, linked
with their own copy of library routines and can be handled by the task configurer. This configurer is
a program that comes with the Software development System and puts one or more tasks according to
a configuration nie into one bootable file, The configuration file includes Information on how to assign
the memory to the different tasks. The location of the Stack and/or heap of tasks can be choosen
to reside either in fast processor RAM (4k) or in the dynamic RAM. The bootfile is loaded into the
transputer and executed on booting. In case of the beampipe calorimeter, this booting is done by
the Server process BC-server (see section 6.5) on CALEC.DESY.DE, a Silicon Graphics Workstation
running UNIX, see figure 6.2.

Each task can dynamically create other processes, which are then ralled threads These threads share
their heap area and static variables with the creating task on the memory area that has been assigned
by the configurer. They also share the library routines with the creating task. Besides this sharing
of the memory, threads behave the same äs tasks. Therefore they are able to create more threads on
their own.

6.2 Process scheduling

Tasks and threads can run at high ('urgent') or low ('non urgent') priority. Urgent priority means, that
this process runs uninterrupted until it deschedules itself by waiting for some input or output on one
of its links or by an explicit descheduling instruction. Non urgent processes on the other hand will be
intemipted immediately if some other process with high priority is ready to execute. If the non urgent
process has been executing for a certain time, around 2ms, it will be descheduled by the processor
scheduler. Another process that is ready will then be executed instead. By doing so the processor
time is time sliced between non urgent processes while urgent processes execute immediately6 and
uninterrupted. More details can be found in [47].

6.3 Punctional model

In the following the different tasks and threads that compose the readout Software of the beampipe
calorimeter are being described. The source for all the processes can be found in "beam/src/beam
on CALEC.DESY.DE. The corresponding header files are located in "beam/src/global. All source
and header code is well documented and the reader is encouraged to consult those files for details not
covered here.

There are three tasks which compose the readout Software. The only path of Information exchange
between these is implemented by message exchange over the links. The formal of these messages
can be found in the header file 'beam/src/global/linkjnessages.h. By doing so, it is very simple to
reconfigure the Software for multiprocessor Systems without rewriting any code.

The tasks are the Interrupt Server, running at high priority with its Stack located in the fast processor
RAM, the local Run Control running at low priority, and the Data-Manager task. The latter task
encompasses many threads running at low priorities, with the exception of the threads receiving the
decisions of tlie Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT) running at high priority.

If more than one urgent process ia rearty for execulion, they will be queued. The next process in ihe queue will
become active if the preceeding high priority pcocess deschedules iiself

of t ) j i > heatupipc ralonnictcr

The functional model of the beampipe ralorimeter readout, which shows ihe different tasks and
threads, can be found in figure 6.1.

6.4 Interrupt server

The interrupt server takes care of all the hardware requests of the beampipe calorimeter readout. It
is a task running at high priority with its Stack residing in the fast on-proressor memory. As soon äs
an interrupt occurs, any low priority process will be descheduled. All other proresses of the beampipe
calorimeter readoiit except the threads handling the decisions of the GSLT7 are running at low priority.

Two sources of interrupt requests exist' the LFLT which interfaces with the GFLT and the ADC for
digitizing the Signals Only after all their interrupt requests have been serviced the interrupt server
will deschedule and allow other processes to resume.

6.4.1 Serving the ADC

If the ADC requests some servire, it is first cherked whether it is a valid service request, i e end of
a sequence of conversions. If that is the case, the data of all the channels on whirh a conversion has
been performed are read out. That Information is then put into a message and sent via a link to the
data-fill thread in the data_manager task. After that has been accomplished, the ADC is being made
ready for the next conversion by resetting the adequate bits in the Status register of the ADC Finally
the state machine on the LFLT (see section 5.2.2) is informed, that the ADC is ready again

After the bits in the transputer Status register which handle the VME bus Interrupts are reset, the
Interrupt server is ready again for new requests.

6.4.2 Serving the LFLT

The LFLT, interfacing with the Global First Level Trigger (GFLT), does all the necessary timing
handling between the BPC readout, which does not have a pipeline, and the GFLT. It can request
interrupts in six different situations:

1. The GFLT has sent an ACCEPT for a bunch crossing, when there was no trigger pending from
the BPC.

2. The BPC had a trigger pending for which no ACCEPT occured within a certain timeout period.
Currently the GFLT will issue an ACCEPT exactly 46 bunch crossings after the interaction had
taken place. Since these triggers have been rejefted by the GFLT this interrupt source is masked
out in the LFLT intemipt mask register.

3. There was a pending trigger and an ACCEPT occured within 46 bunch crossings, but the bunch
crossing numbers of the trigger and the ACCEPT did not match.

4. There has been a trigger and a matching ACCEPT. In this case the ADC will be triggered by
the LFLT to Start converting data.

5 While the ADC is converting data of another event, an ACCEPT has occured. Naturally there
is no data for this event available from the BPC.

'The thread receiving Ihe decisions of the. GSLT and putting Ihem into a buffer is reqiiesli-d to um at high priorily
in order not to block ZEUS dnring data taking. Due to the library structure the thread reading from this buffer has lo
run at high priorily äs well. These processes ran't be descheduled beforr they have nun p l rt cd. Sinn thi-y do mit da
extensive computations, actually they just put into or read from Ihe buffer llie GSLT decismn, this does not introduce
much laiency into Ihc interrupt serving More details can be found in section 6.fi



6. There has been an ABORT request from the Fast Clear of the ZEUS trigger system. ABORTs
are treated by the BPC readout System äs extra triggers. The ABORT may occur after the
readout system has already started ronverting data, and therefore the event is already in the
data buffers The only chance to handle the event properly is the datajnanager to detect it
by finding two triggers with the same GFLT number when processing the data in the Software
buffers.

The different internipt request sources are enabled by means of an Interrupt mask register, which is
set during the LFLT Initialisation. This is done during setup of a run.

If the LFLT requests an Interrupt, the Status of the FIFO is being checked by Software during servicing.
The FIFO can contain up to 512 entries of GFLT number, GFLT System- and user-readout data and
ambiguity ränge from the GFLT äs well äs a bit indicating whether the ADC had been started for the
corresponding GFLT number. As long äs there are data in the FIFO, the content of the FIFO and a
trigger counter8 and the Status bits of the LFLT9 are being sent äs a message to the data-fill thread
in the datajnanager task. After the FIFO has been emptied, the Interrupt request bits of the LFLT
are reset.

After having reset the bits in the transputer Status register which handle the VME bus Interrupts, the
Interrupt Server is ready again to handle new Interrupts.

6.5 Local run control task

Local run control is the interface between all the tasks of the transputer to the BC-server on CALEC
and through that to ZEUS Central Run Control (RCC) and any iiser, see figures 6.1 and 6.2.

The local run control task listens to messages on any of its inputs links. Those inputs are Software
links to the Interrupt server and the data manager äs well äs the hardware link from CALEC. All
messages are decoded and the necessary action taken For messages originating from the Interrupt
Server or the data manager this means forwarding of the message or the data. Messages from the
BC-server, and through that server from users or RCC, are forwarded to the appropiate task, e.g.
'debug on1 command, or the action is taken by local run control itself, e.g. 'activate'.

In Order to circumvent the problem of deadlocks10, local run control sends out messages through an
extra thread, calied 'sender'11. Messages that should be sent out over a link are put into a ring buffer
accompanied by information of which link to use. The sender thread works independently from local
run control, i.e if one link is temporarly blocked, local run control can still continue to operate.

6.6 Data manager task

The data manager task is the most complex piece of the beampipe calorimeter Software. The processes
are grouped around two ring buffers which störe the ADC and trigger information. The task encom-
passes six threads: the data manager itself with an accompanying sender thread, a thread putting the
data from the ADC and the LFLT into the buffers (data_fill) and a local second level trigger (LSLT)
which p er for ms some calculations on the buffered data and forwards this information to the Global
Second Level Trigger (GSLT)12. The remaining two threads handle the decisions coming from the

'This is a hardware counter on the LFLT board that counls all triggers of the BPC constaut fr action discriminator
regardless whether being accepted by the GFLT or not.

'The Status bits contain information about the source of the inlerrupt and the Status of the FIFÜ.
'"Consider the case when bot h local run control and B C-Server want to send messagea at the same titne to each o t her;

they would be desdieduled indefinetely since their respettive adressee is not listening.
"The source rode can be found in "beam/src/beam/outpul c
17ln 1994 the BPC data was not used in the GSLT
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GSLT whether an event has become accepted. The thread gslt_receiver is by request of the GSLT
running at high priority and puts the information into a small ring buffer. The derisions are read from
the buffer by a high priority thread gslt,decisionxruncher and sent to the datajnanager task running
at low priority, which then takes the appropriate action. This extra high priority process is neressary
since simultaneous access by high and low priority processes to the buffer could corrupt the control
structures13 of the ring buffer.

If the event has been accepted by the GSLT, the data is ADAMO'ized14 and shipped to the event-
builder. This is done by means of the triple ported memory to save links. The second transputer on
the 2TP board is used by the event-builder System to read the beampipe calorimeter data from the
triple ported memory and transfer the data over links to the ZEUS Third Level Trigger. The data
to the ZEUS event-builder has to be in ZEBRA exchange formal; for a description of the dataflow
formal and the communication protocol see [11, 10].

For a description of the threads within the Data Manager task, please refer to [55]

6.7 Run control interface of the beampipe calorimeter

The general run sequencing of ZEUS is done centrally by ZEUS run control (RCC). The Bl'C readout
System is controlled by a transputer which neither has a mass storage device nor a network connection.
The transputer mass storage and booting is facilitated by a UNIX Workstation CALEC.DESY.DE,
which has network access äs well. The model of the Software written in ANSI C can be found in
figure 6.2.

On CALEC there is one process servicing the needs of the beampipe transputer, calied BC-server.
This Software is hooked up to the tranputer link with the front end local run control task. The
connection between CALEC and Central Run Control (RCC) of ZEUS is done via Ethernet using
TCP/1P. The message handling between RCC and BCjerver is facilitated by the process BCj-cc
This is necessary since the message handling of ZEUS RCC in 1994 (see [63]) did not provide the tools
to log into Servers.

The structure of these tasks is described in detail in [55], There one also finds a description on how
the interaction with users is organized and what commands are understood by the BPC.

1 Threads accessing a given semaphore using routines of Ihe run time library mim run at the same priorily.
"The formal can be found in "beani/src/global/adamo.tables.h
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Figure 6.2: Model of the BPC Server Software on the UNIX Workstation CALEC.DESY.DE. This
Software handles the communication between ZEUS central run control and up to 5 users on one
side and the transputer system of the readout System on the other side. It alsoe provides means for
archiving information in lognies.

7 Testbeam measurements

The beampipe calorimeter has been exposed twice to electrons of l . . . 5(?fV in the DESY testbeams
The first exposure was carried out November 1991 in testbeam 21, when theassembly of the calorimeter
itself was finished, and the second one in November 1993 in testbeam 24 after two years of Operation
The 1991 testbeam measurements are used for determination of the energy resolution. The 1993
exposure, after the beampipe calorimeter had been in Operation for two years, showed some sign of
Performance deterioration (40] which eventually led to the replacement of the complete ralorimeter
electronics (diodes and readout) and position detector readout In the 1991 testbeam exposure the
Position detector readout had not been installed yet, therefore the 1993 measurement is used for the
determination of the Strip detector performance.

7.1 Testbeam 21

The testbeam 21 used for calibration purposes uses the DESY II electron Synchrotron A carbon
filament in the halo of the beam is used to produce 7-quanta. Those quanta traverse the DESY I I I
proton Synchrotron that is in the same horizontal plane äs the electron Synchrotron Then they are
converted back to electrons and positrons using a copper conversion target. A dipole magnet is used
to sort the particles (and antiparticles) for momenta. Passing a beamshutter, the electrons enter the
testbeam area via a lead collimator. This setup is shown in figure 7.1. The trigger System consists of
a beam definition System, two finger counters and a veto. The beam definition uses three paddles of
scintillator at angles of 90° with respect to each other. They were located at the entry of the electrons
into the testbeam area. The finger counters are placed in front of the beampipe calorimeter, defining
a cross section of 5 x 5mm2. The veto counter is a large area scintillator with a rentral cutout of
15 x 15mm2.

The energy resolution of the beam has been estimated in [9] to

(7.1)

Figure 7.1: Schematic drawing of the DESY testbeam 21. The symbols denote the following:
T - conversion target
C1,C2 — collimators
Z — trigger counters
F — finger trigger counters
BPC — beampipe calorimeter

Ml - momentum selecting magnet
S = beam shutter
M2 = magnet for experiments
V = veto counter



7.2 Testbeam 24

The testbeam 24 uses a different Setup than testheam 21. In between the dipole magnet and the
beamshutter, a second dipole magnet is inserted. This acts äs a momentum filter on the secondary
electrons. Except for this difference, the testbeam setup is identical.

The beam profile of the testbeam has been measured by varying the Position of the finger counters.
The relative rate of the finger counters with respect to the beam definition counters can be found in
figure 7,2. Gaussians have been fitted to the data.

The width of the testbeam is

fffcora - V^meuured ~ ffSager raunten

Using the result from the fit, one obtains the testbeam width:

(7.2)

trz = 7.5 mm

u.. — 8.0mm.

(7.3)

(7.4)

This shows that the beam is wider than the trigger counters of 5 x 5 mm2. Therefore the beam electron
position is known with an rms «TOT of

5mm l t*a = —•==• = 1.44 mm (7.5)

Ä90 900 9/0 920 7X0 790 800 810 820

fingrrroan'f'ipoiiiion \mm] fingt'countrr yposition \mm\e 7.2: Profiles of the DESY testbeam 24 at E = 3.7GcV
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7.3 Linearity and energy resolution of the beampipe ealorimeter in the testbeam

The determination of the energy resolu-
tion uses the analog sum channel, since
this is the one which is nsed in the energy
measurement. The resolution has been
determined by electrons of \-&GeV and
with 4 cm of iron in front of the calorime-
ter.

The readout system used in the ZEUS
datataking did not exist at that time, in-
stead a CAMAC based Charge integrating
ADC read out by a Motorola VME147
Computer had been used. The electronics
of the BPC are designed to deliver volt-
age driven Signals. Using the Charge inte-
grated Signal introduces some nonlinear-
ities in the Signal. These nonlinearities
can be seen in figure 7.3. Since the test-
pulser internal to the beampipe calorime-
ter was not Operation al yet, an external
pulse generator is used. A polynomial of
second Order has been fitted to the data:

ADC = U-

Figure 7.3: Response of the BPC to charge injection in
the 1991 testbeam exposure

(7.6)2
Tettpuli

Inverting this relationship allows to get the calorimeter response free of nonlinearities from the elec-
tronics. The corrected data of the sum signal is fitted by a Gaussian for each testbeam energy. The
average response U plotted versus testbeam energy E for the case with no absorber in front can be
found in figure 7.4. The signal shows a linear behaviour äs can be seen by a linear fit:

f ( E ) = Pl + P2 E. (7.7)

The relative deviation S from the fitted line is shown in figure 7.5 and is 1% of the signal at most:

U -(Pi+Pf E)
5 =

U

The energy resolution is defined by

(7.8)

(7.9)

where U is the corrected energy response and au the width of a Gaussian fitted to the corrected
energy response. The energy resolution obtained in testbeam 21 for energies of l~6GeV is plotted
in figure 7.8. To acronnt for signal broadening by electronirs noise and the energy resolution of the
testbeam an error of 3 % has been subtracted quadratically The errors are estimated by allowing
the energy resolution of the testbeam to be diflerent by ±2%. The following function was used to
parametrize the energy resolution:

(7.10)
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Figure 7.4: Corrected energy response of the Figure 7.5: Relative deviation of the corrected
BPC with no absorber in front in testbeam 21 energy response from the linear fit in figure 7.4

in per cent of the Signal with no absorber in front
of the BPC.

where E is the beam energy in GeV.

The analysis has been done for the calorimeter with 4 cm of iron siniulating the C5 Hange in front of
the beampipe calorimeter äs well. The corresponding plots can be found in figure 7.6, figure 7.7, and
figure 7.9.

The results of the fits of the energy response and the energy resolution can be found in table 7.1.

energy response

energy resolution

n o absorber

U = -0.8 + 6.0 -E

R 2M% 1 1 3%
JE

4 cm iron absorber

U = -1.5 + 5.7 - E

R 29'5% + 1 8 %VE

Table 7.1: Fit results for calorimeter energy response and resolution in testbeam exposures with and
without absorber. The energy response U is given in mV, the energy resolution R in %.

When taking the Hange of the beampipe in front of the BPC into account15, the energy resolution of
the beampipe calorimeter in the testbeam is:

29.5%
+ 1.8%, (7.11)

where E is measured in GeV.

By using 4 cm iron in the testbeam.
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Figure 7.6: Corrected energy response of the Figure 7.7: Relative deviation of the corrected
BPC with 4 cm iron absorber in front in lest- energy response from the linear fit in figure 7.6
beam 21 in per cent of the Signal with 4 cm iron absorber

in front in testbeam 21

7.4 Position scans

The energy response of the beampipe calorimeter in ADC counts is shown in figure 7.10 for a scan
in x and in figure 7.11 for a scan in y Both figures show a dip at the center of the calorimeter due
to the gap between the diodes, which were present for y and x in the testbeam exposure. The dip in
y should be much smaller in the 1994 data, since the diodes have been mounted in such a way when
being replaced that there is less spacing between the diodes in y.

These scans can be directly compared with the 1991 scans in testbeam 21, see [9]. They both agree
well. They can also be compared with the results from Monte Carlo simulations in section 10 1. For
this comparison one has to bear in mind that that particular Monte Carlo study assumed perfect
Position reconstruction. The dips in the testbeam and ZEUS data are more shallow and wider due to
Position smearing

To keep the error on the measured energy due to the hit position within the limit set by the energy
resolution at beam energy ff E! E = 5.6% fiducial cuts are necessary Staying within 10mm of the
diode boundaries ensures this.



Figure 7-8: Energy resolution of the BPC with Figure 7.9: Energy resolution of the BPC with
no absorber in front 4 cm iron absorber in front
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Figure 7.10: Energy response in x with 4 cm iron Figure 7.11: Energy response in y with 4 cm iron
absorber in front in testbeam 24 (.r = Omm= absorber in front in testbeam 24 (y = Omm=
center of the calorimeter) center of the calorimeter)

8. Posilion reconsmiclion

8 Position reconstruction

In Order to understand the position reconstruction the beampipe calorimeter h,-« been exposed to
electrons of l to 5GfV in the DESY testbeam 24, see section 7.4. The position reconstruction method
has been tested by scanning the beampipe calorimeter with electrons of E = 5(?el' in x and y. The
effect of the beampipe Hange has been sitnulated by 5cm of iron in front of the BPC.

The position of a particle inipinging on the BPC is known to an accuracy of a = 1.4 mm, given by the
width of a 5 mm wide finger counter in front of the beampipe calorimeter.

To obtain the position reconstruction resolution, the reconstruction Code (see section 8.3) for the
ZEUS data has been applied to the testbeam data, using appropriate calibration constants äs being
determined from Charge injection runs. The coordinate System used in the testbeam meastirements
has its origin at the center of the detector with the same orientation äs in ZEUS.

8.1 Strip detector position reconstruction

The strip detector of the beampipe calorimeter
is located in front of the first layer of tung-
sten absorber of the calorimeter. Since the
calorimeter is situated behind a Hange of 5 cm
steel, correspondiog to 2.8 A"o, particles enter-
ing the strip detector have already begun to
shower. Therefore the strips are on average
not hit by only a single particle which affects
the position resolution.

Figure 8.1 shows the distribution of hits when
only a single strip was hit in the testbeam ex-
posure with 5 cm of iron in front of the BPC.
The mean of the Gaussian fitted to the distri-
bution is i = -6.1 mm reproducing the beam
position. The Standard deviation of the Gaus-
sian is ff = 2.8mm. The expected resolution
from the width of the beam and the strip is
1.9mm. The difference is due to the influence
of the iron absorber. Figure 8.1: Reconstructed position for single hits

Due to showering of the incoming particle in
the iron, on average more than one strip is hit.
This can be used to improve the position resolution. The algorithm is described in the next sections.

8.2 Calibration of the strip detector

The strip detector is calibrated by a testpulser which injects some Charge into the calibration capacitor
of the preamplifiers of the strips. The pulseheight of the rectangular pulse can be varied by means of
a reference voltagc, see section 5.1.2.

For a pulseheight of 46.8mV(=U,ef = 5.1 V, see equation (5.1)) the Signal of a strip äs seen by the
ADC (after pedestal subtraction) is shown in figure 8.2- The mean strip signal versus injected charge
is being plotted in figure 8.3 for the same strip. Gare has been taken in selecting the pulseheight to
assure that the readout chain is operating in a ränge where it responds linearly to Signals There is
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Figure 8.2: Strip Signal for Charge injection for
46.8mV input

Figure 8.3: Strip detector charge calibration:
ADC channels versus injected charge

an offset of about 14 fC, due to the sample & hold circuit in the readout electronics. The result of the
fits of all Strips is stored in a table, which gives for each strip the value of the offset and the slope in
ADC channels/ fC (see Appendix B). The value of the charge quoted is however an 'effective' charge,
because capacitance of the injection capacitor of l pC is comparable to l cm of conductor on a printed
circuit board.

Electrons of iOGeV deposit 3.9 MeV/ cm energy by Ionisation in Silicon. At total depletion, the active
thickness of the Strips is 230 /im [9], giving an energy deposition of 90 keV. The threshold for electron-
hole creation in Silicon is 3.62eV, giving 25000 electron-hole pairs. This corresponds to a charge
deposit in the strips of 4 fC for a single electron.

8.3 The clustering algorithm

First, the ADC Signals for all strips are converted into charges, according to

Q,=
ADC^-qffset,

slope, '
(8.1)

using the calibration from section 8.2.

The clustering then Starts with looking for the strip with the maximum Signal above a certain threshold,
namely 16,9 fC. This corresponds to a threshold of about 4 Mips. Adjacent strips are added to the
cluster äs long äs their signals are above threshold. If the adjacent strips are below threshold, one
cluster is found. The strips of that cluster are removed from the list of strips, and the procedure Starts
over, by looking for another cluster on the remaining strips.

The position of a cluster is determined by the Signal weighted average [3, 18] of the positions of the
strips in a cluster. Since the strip width is smaller than the width of the shower, corrections to
the position äs obtained from the weighted mean have been neglected [16]. The clustering is done
seperately in the i and y planes.

Before the clustering algorithm is started, the Signal of any dead channel is substituted by linear
Interpolation. The read i n gs of the two closest operational strips are taken and linearly interpolated.
In the 1994 data taking this has been done for strips 7 and 10, bot h in the y plane.
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Figure 8.4: Probability for Unding a certain num-
ber of clusters produced by single electrons of
SGeKhittingtheBPC

Figure 8.5: Energy deposited in the strips of a
cluster for single electron hits of 5GeV in equiv-
alent charge. The solid line is the most energetic
cluster, the dashed line is the second most ener-
getic cluster.

The probability of finding a certain number of clusters in a tPStbeam exposure by 1000 electrons of
5(7eV at x = -6.1 mm is shown in figure 8.4 In 82% of all rases a single cluster is found, 13% of all
events have two clusters, and 0.7% have three clusters. No cluster is found in 4.5% of the events.

The distribution of energy deposited in the strips belonging to a cluster is plotted in figure 8.5. The
solid line is for the cluster with the highest Signal, the dashed line is for the second most energetic
cluster if there is more than one cluster. These secondary rlusters have much less energy and stem
from stray particles. The fact that only few strips (one or two) make up these secondary clusters
support this äs well äs figure 8.6. That plot shows that the position of the cluster of second highest
energy is different from the position where the beam partirle hits the BPC. This leads to using only
the most energetic cluster for determining the hit position

The efficiency of finding an electron is calculated äs a function of the maximum number of strips
allowed in the cluster of the highest energy. The distribution of the number of strips belonging to the
most energetic cluster in the testbeam exposure 1993 can be found in figure 8 7. The effictency in the
x plane averaged over 12 different beampositions (x € [-7.1 mm; l 9mm],y e [-1 nun,4mm]) can be
found in table 8.1. The efficiency of the strips in the y plane should be the saine since there is no
material between the two planes. Unfortunately, this could not be verified cxperimentally since 5 of
the 12 y strips were not operational in the testbeam exposure

To get a reasonable arceptance and at the same time requiring a narrow düster, only clusters of at
most 4 strips are considered in the following paragraphs.

8.4 Position resotution

The mean äs oblained from a Gaussian fitted to the reconstnicted position versus the position of the
beam can be found in figure 8 8 for a scan in x. The errors are the widtli of the Gaussian, therefore
the uncertainty is for an individual hit. Since in the testbeam Setup the 3 leftrnost strips (in z) could
not be read out not the füll width of the strip detector could ho sranned
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Figure 8.6: düster position for beam position
x = 6.1 mm. The solid line is the position of the
cluster of highest energy, the dashed line for the
cluster of second highest energy.

Figure 8.7: Multiplicity distribution of Strips in
the most energetic cluster used for position de-
termination

max. multiplicity
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
l

efficiency [%]
96.7±0.2
96.7±0.2
96.3±0.2
95.3±0.3

88.3±0.7
78.1±1.1
54.0±1.0
21.0±0.4

Table 8.1: Position reconstruction efficiency in one plane for different Strip multiplicities in the düster
äs determined in the testbeam exposure

In figure 8.9 the Standard deviation of a Gaussian fitted to the resoncstructed position is plotted äs a
function of x. The error bars are the errors of the fit parameter. The position resolution is worse on
the right band side. This effect16 is due to the third strip from the right which was not operationaJ in
the testbeam. Therefore the fit has been restricted to those positions where all Strips were read out.

Subtracting the uncertainty in the beam position quadratically one obtains an overal! position recon-
struction resolution of:

ff = 1.9mm. (8.2)

I6lt has been verified by attificially lurning off another strip on the lefl band side in Ihe reconstruction code

8. Position reconstruction _4Z
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Figure 8.8: Position scan (x) of the strip detectors in DESY testbeam 24
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9 Energy calibration

In 1994 it became necessary to replace the front-end electronics. Therefore the calibration from the
testbeam, which had been done in 1993 using the testpulser could not be used anymore. The stability
of the new front end electronics is described in section 11,4. In this chapter a method is described on
how to calibrate the beampipe calorimeter with ZEUS data.

In principle there are two possibilities to reconstmct the total energy deposit in the beampipe calorime-
ter. Firstly, the Signals of all the individual segments, see section 5.1.1, are digitized. Then their
analytical energy sum is computed. The second method is using the analog sum Signal, which has
summed up the Signals of all diodes aiready within the calorimeter housing and is used for triggering.
In this analysis only the second method could be used since the cable driver of segment Ib for the
line to the Rucksack did not work. The diodes themselves were working properly, giving the correct
analog sum Signal which is derived by the front-end electronics. This is demonstrated in figure 9.1:

Szsw -

JJJOO -

-3000 ----

j/JOD

MO 600 800 1000

Figure 9.1: Signal of the sum of all diodes versus analog sum signal. Deviations from linearity are
due to using uncalibrated ADC readings for this figure, and due to different gains on the readout
ampliners for the individual segments. Left figure for hit positions on the left half of the calorimeter,
the right figure for the right half. The second band in the right plot is due to the readout line of
segment Ib to the Rucksack being broken. The fact that the analog sum signal sees more energy for
those hits, indicates that the readout of segment Ib itself was functioning and the signals indeed fed
into the analog sum signal.

One can also see the effect of the beampipe shadow in this plot; the center of gravity is at smaller
signals than in the left plot, where the particles did not have to pass the beampipe before entering
the calorimeter.

To calibrate the BPC energy, use is made of the ZEUS main calorimeter energy nieasurement of real
events Using the reconstruction of y by the Jacquet-Blondel method, which is based on hadronic data
alone, an independent nieasurement of the scattered electron energy can be carried out.

v (E-p,)

2Et
(9-1)
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Figure 9.2: (x,Q2) phase space accessible to the
beampjpe calorimeter. The solid lines denote
constant y, the dashed lines are cotistant energy
in the BPC, the dotted lines denote constant an-
gle 6 of the scattered electron (measured against
the positron beam direction). Also shown is the
rau' data For more details see text.

Figure 9.3- Acceptanre of the ZEUS calorimeter
in ( x , Q 2 ) phase space for the hadronic system.
The solid lines denote constant y, the dashed
lines are constant energy of the struck quark, the
dotted lines denote constant angle r of the struck
quark (measured against the proton beam direc-
tion)

where Ee is the beani energy of the positrons and the sum goes over all cells of the ZEUS main
calorimeter above noise treshold The p, for a calorimeter cell i is taken äs (p,), = E, • COST\ r, the
angle from the interaction vertex to the center of the cell, äs measured against the proton direction.

The other method reconstructs the y from the energy E,' and the angle Oe of the scattered positron
with respect to the positron beam axis, äs measured by the BPC-

(9.2)

From yf = yjß one gets an independent value of E,'.

The kinematical ränge that is acressible to the beampipe calorimeter is shown in figure 9.2 in the
(x, Q2) phase space. It is mainly limited by the minimum srattering angle of 18.8mrad and the
maximum scattering angle of 355mrad Also shown is the scattering angle of 27.8 mrad at which
the positrons have to cross the beampipe before entering the BPC The beampipe, made of 2 mm of
steel, represents 4Xo dead matcrial at those scattering angles. Therefore a sizeable fraction of the
energy of the positron is lost before il rearhes the BPC, leading to an underestimate of Q2. Events
with a scattering angle greater tlian this have to be rejected. As disrussed in section 12, some more
cuts on the hit position are necessary and aiready applied in the energy calibration procedure. The
distribution of the raw data sample in (T, Q2) is shown wthout data selection cuts.

One can see that the lines of constant y are also lines of constant energy E,' in the beampipe calorime-
ter. If one is able to select events of a certain y with the ZEUS detector, it is possible to calibrate the
beampipe calorimeter.

If one turns to the acceptance of the uranium catorimeter in ZEUS in figure 9.3, one can see that
there is an overlap in acceptanre with the beampipe calorimeter The boundary of the uranium
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Figure 9.4: Reconstruction of yßj "sing the Jacquet-Blondel method. The solid curve is the result of
a fit at 0.1 < y <0.3

calorimeter in the backward (electron) direction is given by the beampipe at 6 — 176.5°. The overlap
with figure 9.2 extends to ym„ = 0.3, corresponding to EBPC — IQ-ZGeV.

H is also known [72], that there is a lower limit on the y that can be reconstructed by the Jacquet-
Blondel method- This is due to noise in the uranium calorimeter and due to the fact that the position
where a particle hits a calorimeter cell is not necessarily the center of the cell with the present
analysis method. The lower limit is given by ymin = 0.04. In order to suppress events with radiative
corrections, a minimum energy deposit of l GeV in the RCAL is required, see section 12.12. This
limits the minimum usable y in this calibration to yrajn - 0.1 which corresponds to EBPC = 24.8GeV.

9.1 Calibration

The y äs reconstructed by the Jacquet-Blondel method plotted versus the true y, for Monte-Carlo
events can be found in figure 9.4 About 24000 events from diffractive (Pythia) and nondiffractive
(Herwig) Monte Carlo Codes (see section 13) were used. In between j/mi-„ and ym„ a fit has been
performed to determine the systematics in the event reconstruction:

= n 4- 6 • u (93)

This leads to a correction function for the reconstruction of the true yi:

y, = -0.051 + 1.664-yjß. (9.4)
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Figure 9.5: Relative error r (see equation (9.5)) for the Jacquet-Blondel reconstruction method. In
the left figure the uncorrected yjß is used, in the right figure the correction from equation (9.4) has
been applied.

The improvement in the resolution of the Jacquet-Blondel method can be Seen in figure 9.5. Plotted
is the relative error r:

- Vi
(9-5)

for the uncorrected and the corrected yjg-

The idea of the calibration is to plot the raw data of the sum channel of the beampipe calorimeter
for a ränge in reconstructed Bjorken y after applying the correction function (9.4). The y ränge is
choosen such that it has a width corresponding to IGeV. The boundaries of the bins used for the
calibration can be found in table 9.1.

Bjorken y
0.2931
0.2568
0.2206
0.1843
0.1481
0.1118

Energy in BPC [Gel'
19.5
20.5
21.5
22.5
23.5
24.5

Table 9.1: Boundaries of the y bins used in the calibration of the beampipe calorimeter

The fits to the pedestal subtracted raw data of the sum channe! of the beampipe caloriinettr after the
data selection cuts of sertitm 12 have been applied can be found in figure 9.6. The result of those fits
versus the true electron energy is plotted in figure 9.7.
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Figtire 9 6: ADC spectra of the beampipe calorimeter for yBj bins according to table 9.1 on page 51.
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Figure 9.7: Energy calibration of the beampipe calorimeter using the yjß method

Since this method suffers from limited statistics, another fit is done with less stringent selection cuts
on the data. Thal fit result is

ADC = -157.7 + 22.0^^ -E,

which agrees well with the fit in figure 9.7. The result of the calibration is:

E = 4.5 • x ADC + 7.2GeV,

(9.6)

(9.7)

where ADC is the pedestal subtracted readout of the sum-channel. The rather largp constant term
stems from the threshold of the diode within the peak detector in the readout chain

9.2 Cross check of the calibration

Thecalibration is crossed checked by two methods, one using E-p,, the other theso called kinematic
peak events.

The first method is using the distribution of E~p,: by exploiting rnomentum and energy conservation
it is readily obtained that for an incoming positron of energy E,

(9.8)
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Figure 9.8: Global E - pz äs determined by
the beampipe calorimeter and the ZEUS main
calorimeter being used äs a calibration cross
check. The result of the fit is given in equa-
tion (9.9).

Figure 9.9: Global E - p, äs determined by
the. beampipe calorimeter and the ZEUS main
calorimeter in Monte Carlo. The result of the fit
is given in equation (9.10).

E'e is the energy of the positron scattered by an angle 6 f . On the assumption that tlie positron is
hitting the BPC, the first term simplifies to twice the energy deposited in the beampipe calorimeter;
the relative error due to neglecting the scattering angle is 3 - 10~4. The sum over all hadrons is then
the sum over all energy deposits in the ZEUS main calorimeter The angle 0, is the angle from the
interaction point to the cell i in the calorimeter containing the energy Ei.

The distribution of E - p, of the event sample is shown in figure 9.8. The requirement imposed on
these data is an energy deposit in the beampipe calorimeter and the main ZEUS calorimeter äs is
defined in the first level trigger slot 32, see section 11.6.1, and a selection by the third level trigger
stage, seesection 11.6.3. The data selection cuts toensure proper timing, hit positionetc. asdescribed
in section 12 are applied except the cuts on the azimuthal angle (section 12.6).

Most of the E - pt is contributed by the energy deposits in the beampipe calorimeter, such that the
distribution is insensitive to the energy scale of the main calorimeter. The tail at lower values is due
to the photon remnant escaping undetected through the beampipe.

Fitting a Gaussian to the region of SOGeK < E - p, < 65GeV yields

E-p, = 57.0 ± 0.3 GeV
(lE- = 5.1 ± 0.3 Gel'.

(9.9)

In figure 9.9 the E - pz distribution is shown in a Monte Carlo Simulation, where the same cuts äs in
the data are applied. The result of the fit from 47GeV to 62GeV is:

E-p, - 53.8 ± 0.3 GeV
ffE-P. = 5.0 ± 0.4 GeV

(9.10)

Both distributions have their central value within 3.6% of the theoretical value of 55.0GW, for a
HERA positron beam energy of 27.5Cf V The widths of the distributions are not directly comparable
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Figure 9.10: Distribution of the energy for imbiased trigger, the kinematic peak is clearly visible
(uncorrected for acceptance). The curve is a Gaussian fitted in the ränge E =27...33GeV.

since the Monte Carlo sample is free of backgrounds and has the wrong energy resolution for the BPC
(Mozart version 12). The difference to the theoretical value could be compensated for by shifting the
energy spectrum of the BPC by l CeVdownwards. Instead of apptying a correction like this, it will be
used äs the estimate of the systematic error of the calibration.

Another cross check is done employing the so called kinematic peak events. In figure 9.10 the distri-
bution of the energy deposit in the BPC is plotted. To have a statistically independent sample, those
events are taken from a datastream for which the filter algorithms at the second and third level stage
of the ZEUS trigger System are bypassed, so called pass-through events. The prescale fartor is rather
high, but comparable to the one used in the datastream which has the SLT and TLT applied. The
energy spectrum is not corrected for acceptance effects, but the peak due to the kinematics is clearly
visible. The requirement for these events consists of an energy deposit in the beampipe ralorimeter
and the main ZEUS calorimeter äs is defined in the first level trigger slot 32, see section 11.6.1. The
data selection cuts to ensure proper timing, hit positton etc äs described in section 12 are applied
except the cuts on the angle (section 12.6). In Order to determine the endpoint of the spectrum,
a Gaussian is fitted to the data between 27GeV and 33 GeV', since the endpoint of the spectrum is
smeared by the energy resolution of the calorimeter. The result of the fit is

E = 29.2 ± 0.2 GeV
OB = 17 ± 0.2 GeV. (9.11)

The mean value is experted to be the beam energy of the positrons. Therefore the calorimeter is
overcalibrated by 7.3%. The width of the Gaussian is given by the energy resolution of the BPC. The
a E of equation (9.11) translates into a relative resolution of <TE/£ = 5.8% at E = 27.5CeV. This is
in good agreement with the restilt in equation (7.11) from the testbeam measnrement.

The deviations from the theoretically expected values of the distribution of E - p, (pquation (9.9))
and the kinematical peak (equation (9.11)) are used äs an estimate of the systematic error. The two
deviations are averaged and yield an error of 5.5% of the calibration
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9.3 Calibratkm stability

Figure 9.1l shows the deposited energy in the BPC versus run number Nrua for events that pass the
selection cuts of section 12. Up to run 9560 problems with oscillations of detector Signals persisted.

A linear function

(E) =
Nrua - 9870

9870
(9.12)

has been fitted to the mean energy of the events in about 10 runs each for the runs 9560 through
10154. The result of the fit Pt = 19.1 ± 0.1 GeV and P2 = -7.5 ± 7.5 GeV shows that there is no
significant drift of the energy calibration over this run ränge. Therefore run to run corrections are not
necessary. Nonetheless, the fit allows to give an estimate of the calibration stability.

The error on the slope P? is äs big äs the slope itself- Therefore the fit is compatible with no change
of the calibration over time, which is assumed for the analysis. The slope is used äs an estimate of the
systematic uncertainty of the calibration. The value of P2 translates into a calibration uncertainty of
2.5% over the whole data taking period.
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Figure 9.11: Mean energy of events with the data selection cuts (see section 12) used in the total cross
section analysis versus run number
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10 Monte Carlo Simulation

The beampipe calorimeter hardware is incorporated into the ZEUS detector Simulation program
Mozart. Mozart uses for the particle tracking and the materials Simulation the Geant program,
developed at CERN [15].

The calorimeter geornetry is modeled in very detail. The silicon diodes are thin, 400 um, too thin to
be simulated correctly. Therefore the thickness in the Monte Carlo is 2 mm, requiring the Signal in
the Simulation to be divided by five. The strip detectors are simplified. They consist in the detector
Simulation of two 400/im thin silicon planes, with no transverse division. Since Geant doesn't simulate
silicon that thin well, the hit position is calculated by the anthmetical mean of the positions where
particles traverse the silicon planes.

For this analysis Mozart version 12 which describes the 1993 configuration had to be used17, which
had the beampipe calorimeter modelled in a different configuration. The difference is, that in Mozart
version 12 the position of the BPC and the adjacent beampipe walls is 10mm closer to the beams
than in reality, and a gap between the diodes in y of 4mm existed In the 1994 configuration of the
BPC this gap did not exist.

10.1 Calorimeter response

The MC description of the beampipe calorimeter has evolved with time In Mozart version 12, shower
terminators were used, to speed up the production of Monte Carlo events. They work by terminating
the shower cascade if the particle energy is below a certain threshotd. The tracking of the particle is
stopped and its remaining energy is locally deposited- The shower terminators have been tuned to
work with the uranium-scintillator calorimeter of ZEUS. Since the beampipe calorimeter is a tungsten
silicon calorimeter, they degrade its performance In figure 10.1 the result of 27.5(.'el' electrons hitting
the BPC at x=-10mm and y=+10mm next to the center can be seen. Too little energy is Seen by the
beampipe calorimeter and the energy resolution is worse than has been measured in the testbeam. At
27.5GeV the relative resolution is a^""l2/E — 7.4%, which corresponds to

= 39-0- (10.1)

In figure 10.2 the hit position äs reconstructed in Mozart by the aforementioned averaging procedure
can be found. The position is reconstructed correctly, but the resolution of 0.1 mm is much too good.

For comparison, the result of the same tests with the Mozart version 13 can be found in figures 10.3
and 10.4. The energy of the electrons is 27.5GeV, hitting at x--15mm and y—+10mm. In this
version the shower terminators are turned off for the beampipe calorimeter and the beampipe in its
vicinity (i.e. the beampipe around collimator C5 and within RCAL). The energy response is rorrect,
and the energy resolution of

E
= 28.6- (10.2)

agrees with the testbeam measurement, equation (7.11) on pag«1 40 The proredure to reconstruct
the hit position in vcrsion 13 is the same äs in version 12; the rcsolution has been tuned to agree
with testbeam measurements, see equation (8 2) in section 8.4. The timing is done by smearing the
calciilated position with a random smearing following a gaussian of width 2.0mm.

The Mozart version 13 d<*scribes the 1994 configuration correclly, but hwamo
Simulation; of this analysis.

too late to be usfd For all
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Figure 10.1: Energy response of the beampipe Figure 10.2: Reconstructed hit position in i for
calorimeter to electrons of 27.5CeV in Mozart 27.5GeV electrons in Mozart version 12
version 12

To get the energy response versus hit position, the beampipe calorimeter is scanned in Monte Carlo
with electrons of 15 GeV. The electrons traverse the beampipe Hange before they hit the calorimeter.
The energy deposit can be seen in figure 10.6. The curve drawn is the result of a shower model fit to
the data in figure 10.5.

The transverse profile of an electromagnetic shower can modeled by use of two exponentials [12, 3]:

JC .

-*»". (10.3)
dr

This formula describes the radial distribution of the energy deposit in the calorimeter. Since the diodes
in the calorimeter have rectangular boundaries, equation (10.3) is an approximation, which however
has been used to save Computing time.

The response function K is split into a horizontal and vertical response function.

= r
J*, dx

r
Jt3 dx

(10.4)

x\d 12 are the boundaries of the left diodes, 13 and x^ the boundaries of the right diodes, io being
the center of the calorimeter. The vertical response function K„ert(y) 's defined in the same way with
the Integration boundaries the active area of the diodes in y.

Dueto the gap between the diodes on the same ceramic card (see4.1) the response function shows adip
of 50% at the center (x0 = 7.74 cm in Mozart veräion 12) of the calorimeter. As a consistency check,
the horizontal response function has been fitted to only the central calorimeter region, äs shown in
figure 10.5 By inspection of figure 10.6, one sees the resulting response function describes the overall
response of the beampipe calorimeter very well. The discrepancy at 10 cm < x < 11 cm is due to a
problem in Mozart. This problem doesn't affect the analysis of the data, since only events which do
not hit the beampipe before they enter the beampipe calorimeter are used in the analysis.
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Figure 10.3: Energy response of the beampipe Figure 10.4: Reconstructed hit position in x for
calorimeter to electrons of 27.5GeV in Mozart 27.5GeV electrons in Mozart version 13
version 13
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Figure 10.5: Fit of the response function Ti to Figure 10.6: Response of the calorimeter to
the central region of the beampipe calorimeter in ISGeV electrons in Monte Carlo (the curve
Monte Carlo ( I5GfV electrons) drawn is the function H from figure 10.5)
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10.2 Calorimeter asymmetry

One can define a horizonatal asymmetry function A:

(10.5)

and similarly a vertical asymmetry function

(10.6)

where

dx
(10.7)

the boundaries choosen äs the rims of the left or right, upper or lower diodes. The horizontal asym-
metry function is shown in figure 10.7.

10.3 Clustering Monte Carlo

Because of the finite width of the clusters in the position reconstruction algorithm (see section 8.3),
there is a migration of events from outside the active area into the edges of the strip detector. The
center of the shower developing in the Hange in front of the BPC, i.e. the true hit position, may be
outside of the strip detector, but some strips may still be hit due to the lateral spread of the shower.
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The effect is a migration of events into the active area of the BPC. To simulate this and the effect of
the two dead strips in ihe y plane, a special Monte Carlo program is used.

As a first Step, the true partirle position is calculated assuming a dependence of the positron scattering
angle 9 of the form

««-(l) • (10.8)

with P], PS Parameters, and an isotropic distribution in *, the azimuth angle around the beam di-
rection. The slope parameter Pz has been determined from Pythia and Herwig event generators, see
section 13. The slope in Pythia is P2 = —1.8, the slope from Herwig is P2 = -1.4. Taking the weights
of the different processes into account a value of P% = —1.6 is used. The deviation from Pa = -l
expected from QED is due to the Q2 dependence of the y'p cross section, which is parametrized
differently in the two generators.

For each position a hit is generated using the strip mitltiplicity äs determined from the most energetic
cluster in the data. The probability for a given strip multiplicity and the mean energy associated with
such a cluster can be found in table 10.1.

# Strips

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

probability

02161
0.2810
0.2444
01440
0.0606
0.0274
0.0134
0.0078
0.0021
0.0008
0-0003
0.0021

equivalent
energy [fC]
333
79.5

119.2
1560
1924
236.3
276.8
302.8
398.8
438.1
427.3
703-3

Table 10.1: Probability for finding n strips in the most energetir cluster in data and the associated
energy (for x strips).

The energy is distributed into 4mm bins using a binominal distribution. This is consecutively filled
into the strips of the position detector with the energy of each bin filled into the hit strips, proportional
to the overlap of 4 mm bin and Strip width. Then the clustering algorithm äs described in section 8.3
is applied to the generated data. To be comparable to data, the same cut on the strip multiplicity in
a rluster is applied äs in data.

The result of this Simulation is shown in figure 10.8 for x and 10,9 for y. The two dips at y = -5mm
and y — —17mm are the effect of dead strips 7 and 10- The agreement with data, figure 12.7, is good.

In order to reduce the corrections due to this migration efFect, the most nntside bins are not be used
in the analysis. In x a fiducial cut of 8 mm, in y of 4 mm is applied. It has also been checked that
the effect is the same for the different slopes of the Ö distribution of thc Pythia and Herwig event
generators.

The acceptances in the different (x,y) bins can be found in table E. l in appendix E.
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Figure 10.8: Result of the clustering Simulation in Figure 10.9: Result of the clustering Simulation in
i. The solid line respresents the reconstructed hit y. The solid line respresents the reconstructed hit
Position in z. The dasbed line is the distribution position in y. The dashed line is the distribution
of the tme x position. of the true y position.

10.4 Vertex distribution

The event vertex distributions in the Monte Carlo calculation are plotted in figure 10.10. The corre-
sponding plot for data can be found in figure 11.1. The difference is that in the Simulation the vertex
is in i and y centered around zero, while there is an orfset of 1.5mm and —1.3mm in i respectively
y in data. The offsets for z also differ by 6mm (see the discussion in section 11.3)

W. Monte Carlo Simulation
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Figure 10.10: Distribution of vertex positions in Monte Carlo in detector coordinates
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11 1994 Data taking with the beampipe calorimeter

The beampipe calorimeter was reinstalled into the ZEUS detector after replacement of the front-end
electronics became necessary, see section 11.10. This has been done during an access on July, I8th

1994. After timing it in, data taking with the BPC resumed at run 9287.

11.1 HERA running conditions

In 1994, HERA operated with 153 colliding bunches of positrons of 27.5GeV and protons with an
energy of 820<7eV. The average current of all positron bunches was 17mA, for protons 38mA. Addi-
tional unpaired positron and proton bunches were used to determine beam related background. The
root mean square of the proton bunch length is approximately 24 cm- The positron bunch width
is neglible in comparison. The average luminosity was ~ 1.3 - 1030cm~3s~1. Approximately 7% of
the proton current is contained in satellite bunches, which are shifted with respect to the nominal
bunch by 4.8 ns corresponding to the RF of 208 MHz, resulting in a fraction of the events occuring at
z = +72 cm.

11.2 Run ränge used in this analysis

The first run to be used after the reinstallation of the beampipe calorimeter is 9560 on August, 27*A

1994, äs discussed in section 9.3 about the calibration stability. After run 10154 (October, 24*A 1994)
the interaction point has been shifted by 65 cm towards the forward calorimeter. This determines the
last run used in this analysis.

11.3 Beam tut and vertex offset

The nominal proton beam orbit in ZEUS is tilted with respect to the 2-coordinate of the ZEUS
reference frame. The tilt has been determined by the DESY survey group äs

ep = 0.41mrad

in the horizontal plane. The ZEUS luminosity monitor has determined [65] that the positron beam
was also tilted by

6« = -0.15mrad

with respect to the nominal proton orbit. This adds up to a total tilt of the positron beam of

e( l,<=0.26mrad (11.1)

with respect to the ZEUS coordinate System in the horizontal plane.

The average vertex position in 1994 did not coincide with the ZEUS center. The displacements are
determined by a Gaussian fit to the vertex distributions. The vertex position is determined by the
ZEUS tracking reconstruction program VCTRAK [45]. The coordinate System used in there has an
offset [44] with respect to the ZEUS coordinate System in ^ of

(11.2)A, = Z2EUS _ VCTRAK = _25mm_

il. 1994 Data taking witJi tJie beanipipe caJorinieter

The vertex distribntions in ZEUS coordinates with the fitted Gaussians are shown in figure 11.1. The
average vertex position from the fits for this analysis is:

x = l .5 mm
y = -1.3 mm
z = —6.0mm

(11.3)
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Figure 11-1: Distribution of vertex positions in ZEUS detector coordinates for events used in this
analysis
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Figure 11.2: Pedestal distribution of the strip
no. 5 versus time in seconds elapsed since the
beginning of the year 1994. The lines indicate
runs 9560 and 10154.

Figure 11.3: Distribution of the pedestal of strip
no. 5

11.4 Electronics stability and linearity

The stability of the BPC electronics can be checked by looking at the pedestals, whirh are determined
at the beginning of each run by averaging 2000 random samples. In figure 11.2 the pedestal of strip
no. 5 is plotted versus time. It is very stable over the complete running period, and no sytematic
dependence on time is visible. Figure 11.3 shows the distribution of the pedestals It follows a
Gaussian with a = 0.86 channels.

The same analysis is done for the pedestal of the analog sum channel. The pedestal distribution
versus time, figure 11.4 shows a sharp drop on October 5th, 1994, when there had been a maintenance
access to the detector. The pedestal distribution is plotted in figure 11.5. The root-mean-square of
the distribution is 0.8257 channe/s. Fitting a Gaussian to the runs before the aforementioned access
yields a = 0.27 chunnels, after that it is a = 0.31 channels.

Nonwithstanding the very stable readout chain of the BPC, the pedestal subtraction is done in this
analysis (offline) for each run seperately.

To lest the linearity of the front-end äs well äs the readout electronics, special runs have been taken. For
t hose, the testpulser put a precisely known voltage over the calibration capacitors on the preamplifier
boards in the BPC. In this and the following paragraph, alt plots are from data of the analog sum
channe).

The linearity of the readout system can be found in figure 11.6. There the pedestal subtrarted ADC
readout is plotted versus the voltage UT applied to the capacitors. This voltage is generated by the
testpulser within the BPC , see section 5.1.2. The linear fit covers U = 0.7. . . 1.5 V. Using calibration
equation (9.7) this corresponds to energies of 13-30G(>V. It has been verified that the readout System
is linear at least up to twice the Signal caused by positrons of HERA beam energy. The onset of the
nonlinearity is due to the differential amplifier in the cable receiver. The offset at small Signals is due
to threshold effects in the peak-detector

For checking the linearity of the front-end electronics for small Signals, an additiona) amplifier has been
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Figure 11.4: Pedestal distribution of the analog
sum channel versus time, time in seconds since
the beginning of the year 1994. The lines indi-
cate nins 9560 and 10154. The sharp drop visible
occured during a maintenance access to the de-
tector on October 5<h.

Figure 11.5: Distribution of the pedestal for the
analog sum channel. The RMS value refers to
the complete distribution. The er of the Gaussian
quoted belongs to the solid line fit to the data
before October 5th; the dashed line fit to the data
after that date is a = 0.31 channels

Date
22.7.1994
16,8.1994
30.8.1994

P\6

-192.5
-197.4

P*
469.7
456.2
456.9

Table 11.1: Fit results of the charge injection runs

inserted between cable receiver and peak-detector. By doing so, the signal is always below the onset
of the nonlinearities in the cable receiver and can after the amplification be used to check the rest of
the readout chain over the füll dynamic ränge. In plot 11.7 a linear function has been fitted to such
data. It proves that the chain following the cable receiver, consisting of peakdetector, samplefchold
and ADC, is linear over the füll ränge of Signals up to the ADC conversion endpoint at 4096 channels.

Table 11.1 gives the dates of charge injection runs during 1994 data taking after replacement of the
front end electronics. At about 20 different settings of the voltage VT, 1000 events have been taken
each. The rate has been set to 15 Hz, when no beams were present in HERA. The mean of the signal
read out is determined by fitting a Gaussian to the data of the different settings for Uf. The results
of fits to those mean values of the form ADC = P\ P3 • U are also shown.

The charge injection nms show a stable performance of the readout System. However, since the charge
injection does not check the perfomance of the diodes, which were subject to considerable radtation
(see section 11.10), a diflerent approach is used to check the long term stability of the whole system
of diodes and readout system, see section 9.3; the result is that it was stable to within 2.5%.
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Figure 11.6: Mean ADC signal versus different Figure 117: Small signal behaviour of the
testpulser voltages readout System (Additional amplifier, see sec-

tion 11.4)

11.5 Electronics noise

The noise of the readout System has been determined by using the charge injection runs. The noise
&Q of the readout System is determined by fitting a Gaussian to the 1000 events taken for a fixed
charge being injected. The relative noise aq/Q plotted versus UT is shown in figure 11.8. Fitting a
function of the form

f ( U ) = a-(Ur)b, (11.4)

where a and 6 are free parameters, gives

jl} = 4.1% (UTrl 41 VT measured in V. (11.5)

Using the testpulser calibration and the energy calibration from equation (97) this translates into

2 Ql
r. (H-6)

where E is in GeV. For energies greater than IQGeV the noise of the readout System is less than that
given by the sampling fluctuations in the calorimeter. The curve of the readout noise in comparison
with the noise due to sampling fluctuations is drawn in figure 11.9.
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Figure 11,8: Relative noise ffQ/Q of the readout System

Figure 11.9: Contributions to energy resolution ff E plot-
ted versus the beam energy E. The solid line is the contri-
bution from sampling fluctuations within the calorime-
ter, the dashed line represents the noise of the readout
electronics.

11.6 Beampipe calorimeter trigger in 1994

The beampipe calorimeter participates äs an independent component in the ZEUS trigger System [76].
As described in section 5.2.2, the BPC provides data already at the first trigger stage. These data
are composed of timing Information with a resolution of 5 ns (resolution of the TDC) and Information
whether the signal of the calorimeter siirpassed a certain threshold. Both informations are derived
from the inverted calorimeter analog sum signal fed into a constant fraction discriminator. The timing
resolution of the calorimeter is 1.8ns, the timing resolution of the discriminator is much better; the
limiting factor is the TDC on the interface to the global first level trigger. The threshold of the
discriminator has been set to a nominal value of TGeV (uncalibrated). As one can deduce from
figure 11.16 after calibration the data Starts at energies of 9GeV. The entries at zero energy are due
to triggers when the ADC readout could not convert data, äs discussed in section 11.8 about deadtime.

The ZEUS Global First Level Trigger (GFLT) has three trigger 'slots' reserved for BPC data- At
the second and third level trigger stage BPC data is taken by data streams of the soft and hard
photoproduction and the deep inelastic study groups.

The following sections describe the triggers that were used for data acquisition in this analysis.

11.6.1 FLT

The three slots with beampipe calorimeter triggers at the first level trigger stage are two slots for data
taking and one for monitoring purposes. The monitoring slot 31 triggers in case the energy threshold
in the beampipe calorimeter is surpassed and the timing provided by the BPC is in accordance with
a positron-proton collision (IBPC > -15ns). As can be found in table C.l in appendix C, some
vetoes are applied äs well. Timing cuts and vetoes reduce the rate from 500 Hz äs raw rate at the
discriminator in the BPC readout to 84 Hz for a luminosity of L - 1.3 • 1030 cm"2 s"1 (run 9650).

In figure 11.10 the distribution of the time of a hit in the BPC is plotted for the monitoring trigger.
The events with a time corresponding to proton beam related background events are already cut out
effectively by the timing Information provided by the BPC to the global first level trigger stage. They
would occur at -20ns.

In figure 11.12 the average trigger rate of the monitoring slot 31 in a given run is plotted versus the
average luminosity for that run. To not overload the second stage trigger, this GFLT slot is prescaled
by a factor of 512. Clearly the rate increases with luminosity- Since the underlying physics rate is on
the order of 0.1 Hz {elastic scattering, see [53]) for 1994 luminosities (L & I030cm~2s"1} the rate is
almost entirely due to background events.

In an attempt to further illuminate this Situation, the rate of slot 31 is also plotted versus the squared
current of the positron beam in figure 11.13- The rate shows a more linear dependence on the squared
current than on the current itself. This is expected since the rate due to interactions of the positron
beam with the residual gas in the beampipe grows linearly with the current. Nevertheless, if the
current increases, more gas molecules become desorbed from the beampipe walls due to Synchrotron
radiation. This increase in gas pressure has to be folded into the backgroimd rate.

Figure 11.11 shows the energy spectrum of the monitoring trigger for the runs 9560-9624, which shows
a steep decrease starting from low energies. The events at energy zero are from triggers while the BPC
readout system was busy recording the previous trigger. 1t is interesting to note that the monitoring
events center in a small area close to the beampipe, at values of y in agreement with the average vertex
Position äs stated in equation (11.3) on page 65. This is shown in figure 11 14 which is a contour plot
of the hit Position of the most energetic düster with the düster quality cuts of section 12.2 already
applied, taken by the monitoring trigger. The empty regions at y = —5.1 mm and y — -17,1 mm are
due to dead Strips.
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Figure 11.10: Timing distribution of BPC events
in the GFLT monitoring trigger 31

Figure 11.11: Calibrated energy spectrum of the
beampipe calorimeter for the first level monitor-
ing trigger 31

An excerpt of the trigger setup at the Global first level trigger from the GFLT homepage [62] in the
Worldwide Web can be found in appendix C, The data taking triggers at the GFLT are slots 32
and 34. The exact definitions can be found in tables C.l and C.2. Slot 32 requires a BPC hit with
timing compatible with e-p collisions ((BPC > -15ns) and a hit in the ZEUS uranium calorimeter.
The requirement on the uranium calorimeter is:

more than 464 MeV in the RCAL EMC section (excluding 8 towers around the beampipe)

or more than 1.25GeV in the RCAL EMC section including the beampipe towers (this trigger's
resolution is coarser than the above)

or more than l.KGeV in the FCAL EMC section including the beampipe towers

more than 1.25GeV anywhere in the uranium calorimeter in coincidence with a track in the
central drift chamber

In addition, the event must not be vetoed by either the C5 counter, the vetowall nor the SRTD. The
differences among the different configurations in table C. l stem from different quality criteria on tracks
and vetowall veto. The rate of trigger slot 32 plotted versus the average luminosity in a given run can
be seen in figure 11.17.

The time distribution of the triggers in slot 32 can be found in figure 11.15. The timeoffset is adjusted
in such a way that positron-proton collisions occur at t = Ons. Proton background hits the beampipe
calorimeter 20ns earlier.

The energy spectrum of particles hitting the BPC forthisslot can be found in figure 11.16. The energy
spectrum shows events at the kinematical peak which is at the positron beam energy E, modified by
radiative corrections and subtracted by the photon energy that is necessary to trigger the ZEUS main
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Figure 11.12: Rate of monitoring trigger versus Figure 11.13: Rate of monitoring trigger versus
average luminosity positron current I,

calorimeter The second bump at Iower energies is due to events that traverse the beampipe in the
RCAL region before entering the BPC. The beampipe is made of 2mm steel, which at angles of
28mrad corresponds to additional four radiation lengths XQ- These positrons lose almost half their
energy already in the beampipe. This effect will require some stringent position cuts in the data
analysis.

The trigger slot 34 is quite similar: energy in the beampipe calorimeter with fßpc > -15ns and

and

more than 4.972GeV anywhere in the uranium calorimeter

a track in the central drift chamber

Again, the event must not be vetoed by either the C5 rounler, ttie vetowall nor the SRTD. The
differences among the different configurations for slot 34 in table (M are due to quality criteria on
tracks (any track or good track) and vetowall veto

11.6-2 SLT

The ZEUS Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT) does not impose cuts on the beampipe calorimeter
data It takes events from the GFLT slots 32 and 34 To reduce the rate, a prescale factor of 4 is
applied. It does nevertheless global background rejection by cutting on global quantities like uranhim
calorimeter timing.

11.6.3 TLT

The ZEUS Third Level Trigger (TLT) takes the event from the (JSLT. Depending on the preferences
of the physics groups of ZEUS, different cuts are applied to the BPC data The soft-photoproduction



Figure 11.14: Contour plot of the hit Position for monitoring trigger events

group opted to have a minimum bias sample and imposed no cuts but rather prescaled the events by
another factor of 4. As for the GSLT, the TLT imposes some further background rejection cuts. Since
at this stage the fully digitized information of ZEUS is available, these cuts can be more stringent
than at the GSLT.

The effect of these cuts can beseenin figure 11.18, where the rate of events at the TLT Output before
prescaling can be found.

11.7 TVigger efficiency

As can be Seen in table C.l in appendix C the First Level trigger stage applied different cuts on different
runs. For the determination of the total cross section only slot 32 is used. That slot had two distinct
trigger configurations, namely 909032583 and 909032595 (noted äs 583 and 595 in the following). The
definition of these Setups can be found in table C.2. The difference between configuration 583 and
595 is on the tracking requirements. Configuration 583 requires just any track in the central tracking
detector in the branch in coincidence with energy anywhere in the uranium calorimeter (CAL.E) In
the 595 setup, some quality requirement is on those tracks imposed.

There is no significant difference between the two configurations. Out of the 16 events that where
taken in the 583 configuration, 13 events had a first level trigger multiplicity greater than zero. Out
of those, only one event did not satisfy the more stringent requirements on the FLT track quality.
Only 4% of the events in the final sample come through the part of the first level trigger slot 32 which
imposes any requirement of the trarks. The inefficiency is therefore reduced to 03% which can be
neglected

The trigger efficiency of the beampipe calorimeter itself is difficult to determine since it had only
one threshold level in its trigger logic and crosschecks with independent triggers have to take the
incomptete $ coverage into account In order to stay clear of the region, where events might migrate
over the trigger threshold, a three sigma cut is applied, fixing the lower energy cut at l lGeV. It is
assumed liere that the trigger efficiency above 11 GeV is 100%.
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Figure 11.15: Timing distribution of BPC events
in the GFLT trigger 32

Figure 11.16: Calibrated energy speclrum of the
beampipe calorimeter for the first level trigger
slot 32

11.8 Deadtime detennination

The datataking System of the ZEUS detector is designed so äs to minimize deadtime in the front end
readout by pipelining the analog Information until the first level trigger decision has been calculated.
In case of high rates the digitization of the pipelined data and the second and third leve) stage of the
trigger System may introdnce deadtime, when the data acquisition system can not accept new data.
To take care of those situations, the deadtime is taken into account when calculating the accumulatcd
luminosity by the ZEUS luminosity detector. The average deadtime in the run period used in this
analysis (run 9560 - 10154) is 6.15%.

Since the beampipe calorimeter does not have a pipelined readout system, additional deadtime is
introduced. In case an event18 occurs while the preceeding one is still awaiting the GFLT decision
the sample&hold circuitry is occupied. Inhibiting the GFLT until it has calculated the decision for
the BPC trigger would make the ZEUS experiment experiencing the BPC deadtime äs a whole, which
is clearly not acceptable Consequently the analog Information of the new event cannot be sampled
and is therefore lost. This Situation has to be taken care of separately, and shall be called first order
deadtime within this paragraph. Deadtime may also be introdured in case of a positive GFLT decision
for which the BPC has data sampled. The ADC needs 330/Js for a conversion of all channels, during
which time the BPC readout system cannot sample the analog information of new events, this shall
be denoted äs second order deadtime.

12513 events satisfy the GFLT trigger slot 32 and the TLT bit 11 in the soft photoproduction stream
(BPC trigger) and are the event pool used for this analysis. 12335 of those allow unambigiiously19

to identify the source of the interrupt in the state machine of the interface of the first level trigger,
i.e. those events can be used for the deadtime determination. Hl events have no matching analog
Signal, when a positive trigger decision of the GFLT arrives for a trigger that originated from the
BPC hardware, translating into 1.1% first order deadtime. An additional 79 events become accepted

"The beampipe calorimeter hardware Signals the occurence of a trigger lo the GFLT indeiiendenl öl ehe Status of the
BPC readoul.

19No pile up has occured during the readont of the Status of the Interface.
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Figure 11.17: Rate of BPC trigger slot 32 at
GFLT versus average luminosity

Figure 11.18: Trigger rate of BPC at third level
photoproduction trigger versus average luminos-

by the GFLT while the BPC is still busy digitizing the previous event, resulting in 0.6% second order
deadtime.

The total deadtime of the beampipe calorimeter is the sum of first and second order deadtime:

. (11.7)

11.9 Correction for the uranium calorimeter trigger

The first level trigger of the ZEUS uranium caJorimeter (CFLT) overestimates the energy that is
measured in the trigger cells. Therefore events below the nominal trigger threshold are accepted. In
order to correct for this effect, the trigger Simulation code is applied to the data äs well. The trigger
Simulation code for the data uses äs its input the correctly calibrated offline energy deposits in the
calorimeter cells and assigns it to the trigger cells. Then the trigger algorithm is run on these trigger
cells. Only events that satisfy this offline Simulation are kept. The trigger Simulation in Monte Carlo
uses the calibrated energy äs well. This allows a direct comparison of the data to the results from
Monte Carlo studies.

The effect of the uranium trigger correction is small, only one event in the final data sample is rejected
by the offline trigger Simulation.

11.10 Radiation dose measurement

The beampipe calorimeter is fixed to the beampipe. It is hit by high energetic electromagnetic inter-
arting and hadronic particles. Unlikely the main calorimeter of ZEUS, which is retracted by 40cni
during particle injection and ramping in HERA, the BPC is exposed to radiation during such times
when backgrounds are particularly high. The dose due to ionizing radiation has been measured iiirlu-
sively by glass dosemeters, type RPL RlT, that have been attached to the beampipe calorimeter and
the beampipe itself The dosemeters were obtained and analysed by the DESY radiation safety group
D3.
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Nine dosemeters were installed on January, 10"1 1994, that is before HERA Operation resumed in
1994. They were removed on June 6'* during an access for taking out the BPC for repair After
replacement of the diodes and the front end electronics new dosemeters had been installed on July,
lSth when the BPC was put back into ZEUS. Those dosemeters were replaced for the rest of the 1994
running period on August 30"1. A tenth dosemeter remained in an office room äs a control dummy.

The position of the dosemeters can be found in figure 11.19 and in [56]. Dosemeters l to 4 weresitting
on the front plate of the beampipe calorimeter facing the interaction region.

Figure 11.19: Position of the radiation dosemeters on the BPC

The distance of the dosemeters from the nominal beam center and their dose readings can be found
in table 11.2.

Dosemeter

#
1
2
3
4

Distance from beam

[mm]
52
72
92

112

Radiation dose
10.1.-6.6.

\Gy\1

468
25
6

18.7.-30.8.
[Gy]
3400
1600

110
27

30.8--5.12.
[Gy]
3500
1000

280
39

total 1994
(Gy\1

3068
415

72

Table 11.2: Radiation dosemeters readings in 1994 (front dosemeters)

Since the diodes and the front end electronics of the calorimeter had to be replaced in summer 94,
the accumulated dose for the diodes and the front end electronics has to be calculated from 18.7.94
on otüy.

The strip detector electronics have been replaced during the winter shutdown 1993/94 and therefore
received the füll 1994 dose.

Three dosemeters were placed on top of the beampipe itself, in front of the C5 collimator (seen from
the interaction point). Their readings can be found in table 11.3.

There were two more dosemeter positions: one (- #8) on top of the beampipe calorimeter, 60 mm
away from the front face and 40 mm away from the beampipe side The other (— #9) was tnounted



Dosemeter

#
5
6
7

Distance from beam

[mm]
40
50
78

Radiation dose
10.1.-6.6.

[Gy]
246

17
20

18.7.-30.8.
[Gy]
700
65
32

30.8.-5 12.
[Gy]
640
80
10

total 1994
(Gy]
1586
162
62

Table 11.3- Radiation dosemeters readings in 1994 (dosemeters on top of BPC)

on the side of the beampipe calorimeter facing away from the beampipe, near the power regulators.

Dosemeter

#
8
9

Radiation dose
10.1.-6.6.

[Gy]
1.9
1.8

18.7.-30.8.
[Gy]
8.7
9.0

30.8--5.12-
\Gy]
10.0
5.5

total 1994
[Gy]
20.6
16.3

The control dosemeter in the office room had received a non measurable dose of < 0.1 Gy during all
times.

The strip detector itself has been in the beampipe calorimeter since the datataking of ZEUS started in
1992 Table 11.4 shows the measured dose for 1993 and 1992 for locations comparable to the dosemeter
positions in 1994. They exhibit the same exponential decrease with distance äs in 1994. The Overall
dose is a fartor 4 less in 1993 and factor 10 less in 1992. Most of the dose is being received during
injection of the beams into HERA, which is indicated by the high counting rates of the C5 counter
during injection. It consists of plastic scintillator, counting ionizing particles. Since the beampipe
calorimeter, unlike the main calorimeter of ZEUS, cannot become retracted from the beampipe, it is
hit by the beam halo particles when the collimators are still open.

Dosemeter
#
1
2
3
4
8
9

Radiation dose 1993
[Gy]
1903
627
40.4
13.5
9.7
5.5

Radiation dose 1992
[Gy]
910

32

Table 11.4: Radiation dosemeters readings in 1992 and 1993

The integrated electromagnetic doses are in the region where the performance of the diodes should Start
to degrade, see [60]. It is possible that the breakdown of the frontend electronics is due to radiation
damage. Since the neutron flux could not be measured radiation damage might be even larger than
indicated by the measured doses It is also difRcult to estimate it and the lifetime predictions of [60]
for the diodes inside the beampipe calorimeter have a rather large error.

An attempt has been made to measure the dark current of the old diodes after replacing them The
dark current of all diodes was outside the ränge of the measuring Station, which ends at 20 nA, except
for the last layer. where the dark current could be measured to 4.5/tA. These values have to be
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compared to the dark current of a reference diode of the same production batch which showed a dark
current of 27 n A.

When replacing the diodes, some solvent of a Silicon paste used for making thermal contact of the
diode ceramic card mounts with the tungsten of the calorimeter were found on the diode surface. This
was possible due to capillary forces between the diode surface and a capton cover used for electrical
insulation, probably speeded up by heat produced by the preamplifiers on the same ceramic cards. It
is not known how well the lacquer shielding of the diodes is resistent to the solvents. The replacement
diodes consequently were installed without using silicone paste.
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12 Data selection

A number of cuts have been imposed for selecting the events in data and Monte Carlo.

12,1 Clustering

In figures 12.1 and 12.2 the energy in a cluster in equivalent Charge is plotted for the three most
energetic clusters. Only clusters of at most four hit Strips in each strip detector plane are allowed. By
doing so, one obtains good efficiency, while still requiring a small cluster, see table 8.1. The energy
deposit is very similar to the one for 5GeV electrons in the testbeam (see figure 8.5), except that the
mean is shifted to higher values since the positrons have up to 27.5GeV.
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Figure 12.1: Energy deposited in the Strips of
a cluster in x for data in equivalent Charge. The
solid line is the most energetic cluster, the dashed
lines are the second and third most energetic clus-
ter.

Figure 12.2: Energy deposited in the Strips of
a cluster in y for data in equivalent Charge. The
solid line is the most energetic cluster, the dashed
lines are the second and third most energetic clus-
ter.

Figures 12.5 and 12.6 show the distribution of the position of the most and second energetic cluster
(up to four strips are allowed) in x. The shape of the hit distribution of the most energetic cluster is
due to physics and detector geometry (see section 12.3). The hit distribution of the second cluster in
i is flat with some enhancement around 85 mm, the position of the RCAL beampipe shadow.

The same is plotted for y in figures 12.7 and 12.8, both distributions flat except around y = -5.1 mm
and y - -17.1 mm, the positions of dead strips 7 and 10. The relative efficiency of

= 82% (12.1)

of the position finding of the y strips compared to the z plane is due to the two dead strips, which
has to be compared with a theoretical relative efficieny of 83%.

The above leads to the conclusion, that the second cluster, which has significantly less energy than the
first one, is mainly due to stray particles. Therefore it is sufficient to consider only the most energetic
cluster for determining the position of ihe hit.

12. PaU se/eclion

Figure 12.3: Distribution of number of hits in
the most energetic cluster in i. Solid line for all
positions, dashed lines with position cuts from
section 12.3

Figure 12.4: Distribution of number of hits in
the most energetic cluster in y. Solid tine for all
positions, dashed lines with position cuts from
section 12.3

In figures 12.3 and 12.4 the number of strips in the most energetic cluster is plotted. The solid line is
for all positions, the dashed line with the position cuts of section 12.3. Compared to the result from
the testbeam exposure (see figure 8.7) the maximum is shifted by one strip, which is not surprising
since the positrons have higher energies than available in the testbeam. The y-strips have a reduced
multiplicity due to the two dead strips.

12.2 Cluster quality cuts and position detector efficiency

The position finding efficiency is the product of the position finding efficienries in the x and y planes.
The cut of the strip multiplicity in a cluster is driven by the requirement of having a narrow cluster
to ensure a good positron hit without much preshowering and to obtain a good efficiency at the same
time. Keeping in mind the Meliere radius PM « 9mm, a good compromise is to allow at most 4 strips
in the cluster in each plane.

The efficiency of finding such a cluster in each plane is given in table 8.1 on page 46 to

ifch« = 88.3 ±0.7%. (12.2)

Taking the relative efficiency r)„i = 82% between the z and y plane into account (see equation (12 1)),
one obtains the position finding efficiency:

= i7pi,„, • i?«i = 63.9 ±1.3%, (12.3)

where the error on the relative efficiency has been estimated to be 1%.

To check that the clusler quality cuts are independent of the energy deposit in the BPC, the percentage
of events satisfying the cluster quality cuts is determined in dilTerent energy bins. To have enough
statistical accurary, the raw data sample with a hit position of 65 mm < y < 80 mm (to stay clear of
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Figure 12.5: Positron position in x äs detennined
by cluster algorithm for the most energetic clus-
ter on raw data

Figure 12.6: Positron position in i äs detennined
by cluster algorithm for the 2"d most energetic
cluster on raw data

the beampipe shadow) is used The bins and the ratio R of events satisfying the cluster quality cuts
of at most 4 Strips in the cluster in each plane is shown in table 12.1.

There is no systematic dependenceon the energy. The mean value of 75.7% is higher than the result
from the lest beam, since the raw data sample contains background events.

To check that the cluster finding effiriency from the testbeam measurement quoted in equation (12.3)
is the same in data. the cluster quality cuts have been lifted in the final event sample- This procedure
yields that 65.9 ± 5.9% of the events satisfy the cluster quality cuts, the error quoted is by statistics.
This value agrees with the testbeam measurement.

12.3 Cuts on position coordinates in data

Restrictions in i come from the boundaries of the diodes and the RCAL beampipe shadow. Particles
hitting the BPC traverse the 2 mm of steel of the beampipe at angles of K 28 mrad. At those small
angles the beampipe represents 4 Xo dead material. The shadow of the RCAL beampipe can be seen
in the data in figure 12.5 where the position of the most energetic cluster of at most four strips is
plotted. The sharp cut at x = 85 mm is due to the shadow of the RCAL-beampipe in front of the
BPC. This dictates the highest z for which events can be taken. Staying 8 mm away from that shadow
fixes the upper cut on z at z = 77.0mm. This value has to be modified by position cuts dictated by
the detector Simulation in Monte Carlo, see section 12.4.

The lower cut on i is detennined by the fiducial cut due to the migration effect in the position
reconstruction described in section 10.3. The edge of the position detector at x = 57.4 mm plus the
fiducial cut of 8mm in i fixes the cut on x at z = 65.4mm.

In y no shadow is present, äs can beseen in figure 12.7showing the distribution of hits and figure 12.10,
the mean energy deposit in data The small dip in the distribution of the mean energy deposit is due
to a small gap in between the calorimeter diodes present in the 1994 configuration.

The response is constant within the iimits set by the energy resolution of the calorimeter, therefore
no particular restriction on the y-hit position is necessary, except the cut for the migration effect of
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EBPC
[GeV]
11-23
7-11

11-13
13-15
15-17
17-19
19-21
21-23
23-25
25-27
27-29

R
[%\7

79.3
79.9
72.2
72.5
75.4
76.4
77.8
79.1
72.9
73.6

Table 12.1: Percentage R of events in the raw data sample, satisfying the cluster quality cuts.

4 mm on both boundaries, leading to

-23.1 mm < ybit < 16.9mm. (12.4)

12.4 Position cuts in Monte Carlo

The position cut for the Monte Carlo events used in the acceptance calculation, should be the same äs
in the data. Nevertheless it has to be checked whether there are further restrictions, since in the Monte
Carlo detector Simulation program Mozart version 12 used in this analysis, the RCAL bcampipe was
at a position of z — 75 mm.

In figure 12.11 the mean energy deposit äs a function of x is shown. The sharp drop at x = 75mm is
due to the shadow of the beampipe. The difference in shape to the corresponding plot for the mean
energy deposit in data, figure 12.9, is due to the trigger. In data taking a coincidence with the ZEUS
uranium calorimeter is required, therefore its acceptance causes the deformation in shape.

The position of the beampipe is different from the real Situation and is corrected for in newer versions
of the code (Mozart version > 13.2). The beampipe position determines the maximum scattering
angle up to where particles from the interacüon point reach the BPC unobstructedly. The maximum
x that can be used in the Monte Carlo is given by the position of the beampipe and the uncertainty
(equation (8-2)) due to the position determination, and it is x < 73mm. This cut is lower than the
one allowed by the data. Since the vertex offset of the data and the beam tut are not present in the
Monte Carlo (see section 12.5), this rut can be relaxed to z < 75 3mm when transformed to the cuts
for the real data, since

Ar = = 2.3 mm, (12.5)

where ZBPC IS taken from table 4.1 on page 23. In y and z the difference is governed by the vertex
offset alone, since no vertical beam tut has been observed.

Ay = IM.,. -SMC = J/vi* = -13mm

A: = zd.„ - ZMC = z¥U = -6.0 mm

(12.6)

(12.7)
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Figure 12.7: Positron position in v äs determined
by chister algorithm for the most energetic düs-
ter on raw data. The two dips at —5.1 mm and
-17.1 mm are due to dead Strips. The large num-
ber of entries around y = 0 are due to the 'hol
spot' in raw data, compare with figure 11.14.

Figure 12.8: Distribution of hit position in y for
raw data using the 2nd düster. The two dips at
-5.1 mm and -17.1 mm are due to dead Strips.

The lower limit on x from the energy response in Monte Carlo is taken at that x for which the deviation
from the mean energy deposit is within the limit given by the calorimeler energy resolution. At 2QGeV
the one Standard deviation is OE = l.3GeV. This allows to sei the limit x > 51 mm, which is much
Iowcr than that for data and can be well explained by the position of the BPC also being incorrect in
the Mozart Version used here.

The energy response in y is within one Standard deviation, äs allowed by the energy resolution of the
BPC, therefore no restrictions are necessary:

-24 mm < y < 24 mm.

12.5 Final position cuts

The position cuts allowed by data (section 12.3) and Monte Carlo (section 12.4) differ significantly.
The overlap of both determines the final cuts applied to data and Monte Carlo Simulation.

The result for the position cuts on data are:

65.4mm < x < 75.3mm

-23.1mm < y < 16.9mm.

(12.8)

(12.9)

To transform these cuts to Monte Carlo use equations 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7.
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Figure 12.9: Mean energy response of the BPC Figure 12.10: Mean energy response of the BPC
versus hit position in x for data versus hit position in y for data

r

Figure 12.11: Mean energy response of the BPC Figure 12-12: Mean energy response of the BPC
versus hit position in x for Monte Carlo versus hit position in y for Monte Carlo



12.6 Cuts on scattering angle

The crucial quantities for the cross section calculation äs a function of Q2 are the energy of the
scattered positron E,' and the scattering angle 6. The cuts on the energy have been determined in
section 12.7.

The ränge in scattering angle 9 is determined by the BPC geometry, which is shown in figure 12.13,
where the area allowed by the position cuts of section 12.5 is marked. To get a uniform response in
6, the minimum scattering angle 6m;n is governed by the minimum radius in the xy plane around the
interaction point, that touches the upper and lower y boundary.

m = 21 9 mrad. (12.10)

The maximum scattering angle 6mix is determined by the radius at maximum x allowed.

(12.11)

These two values restrict the ränge of scattering angles taken in Monte Carlo and data. The sector
in azimuth is not constant but varies with r. It is automatically taken care of in the acceptance
calculation

, 45°degree

strip detector

Figure 12.13: Determination of 0mj„ and 6m„ for the acceptance calculation. The active area of the
BPC is outlined by the thin solid line. The position cuts of equations 12.8 and 12.9 restrict the area
to the box of the thick solid line.
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Figure 12.14: Energy distribution of the hits in
the beampipe calorimeter All final selection cuts
except on the energy are applied. Filled circles
are data. The open circles are from Monte Carlo,
the dashed line is the Monte Carlo without cuts
on the energy.

Figure 12.15: Energy acceptance for the events
hitting the beampipe calorimeter. The histogram
is the füll energy ränge in Monte Carlo, the marks
are shown for the energy ränge allowed by the
cuts of eqiiation (12.12)

12.7 Cut on BPC energy

The energy spectrum of the events when all cuts except on the beampipe calorimeter energy are
applied is shown in figure 12.14, with filled circles for data. The spectrum äs obtained from the Monte
Carlo Simulation is overlaid in open circles.

Dividing the data of the events accepted in Monte-Carlo (open circles in figure 12.14) by the mimber
of events generated in the same energy bins in the Monte-Carlo Simulation before application of the
detector and trigger Simulation yields the acceptance äs a function of energy deposit in the BPC. This
is plotted in figure 12.15. The rapid decrase of the acceptance above 23CeV is due to the acceptance
of the main ZEUS calorimeter trigger. This fixes the upper boundary for the energy cut for the
events used in the analysis. Also using the lower energy cut motivated by the BPC trigger efficiency
(section 11.7), one obtains:

UGeV (12.12)

12.8 Timing

Halo particles stemming from interactions of the beams with the residual gas in the HERA beampipe
accompany the colliding packets in- and outside of the beampipe. It is possible to suppress the hits
by halo particles of the proton beam by using timing information from the TDC of the beampipe
calorimeter readout system. In case those particles reach the BPC, they occnr At - 2 • ;o/c - 20.4 ns
before the particles from an interaction at the vertex arrive at the beampipe calorimeter. The cut is
already applied at the Global first level trigger at tBpc > -20ns. The timing plot after the GFLT
can be found in figure 11 15. For the final selection it is tightend to

I*BPC.'| < 10 «s (12.13)
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Figure 12.16: Timing distribution of particles ar-
riving at FCAL

Figure 12.17: Distribution of energy deposits in
the 7-tagger of the luminosity monitor of the raw
data sample. The dashed line is the result of a
Monte Carlo study that included radiative cor-
rections on the generator level. The histogram is
normalized to l in the first bin of the data.

Particles coming from interactions of the positron beam with the residual gas arrive at the same time
äs the products of the positron-proton collision at the BPC and can not be distinguished by timing of
the BPC. But for the FCAL, sitting of the opposite side of the interaction point, the reverse is true.
The same timing cut äs on the protons can be done with the FCAL on the positrons. The timing
distribution of the FCAL for all events is shown in figure 12.16. The arrival time of particles from
the interaction is centered around zero. The second peak at around 15ns is due to positrons hitting
the FCAL earlier (opposite timing convention compared with BPC)- The timing cut imposed on the
FCAL is therefore

< 10ns, (12-14)

if the FCAL provides timing information.

Due to the aperture of the FCAL, not all positron beamgas events hit the calorimeter. Those beamgas
events can be taken care of only by statistical subtraction äs described in section 14.2.1,

12.9 Vertex cut

From figure 11.1, one can deduce the cuts on the vertex Position For this analysis, the cuts are
choosen at plus/minus three Standard deviations around the central value (in ZEUS coordinates).

|vtx» - 1.5mm| < 3.7mm
|vtxs + 1.3mm| < 3.2mm
|vtx, - 6.11 mm| < 307.0mm

(12.15)
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Since the vertex distribulions in figure 10.10 for the Monte Carlo Simulation are similar, the same cuts
are used there, with a different offset, of course:

|vtxr - Omni | <
|vtx„ - Ojnm| <
|vtx, + 17mmj

3.7mm
< 3.2mm
< 3070mm

(12.16)

12.10 Cut on E - p,

By energy and momentum conservation

(12.17)

E is the total energy recorded by the calorimeters of the detector. To obtam p, the individual energy
deposits are multiplied by cos 8 and summed thereafter, where B the polar angle with respect to the
proton beam direction. This formula is sensitive mostly to energy deposits in the backward direction.
Energy deposits in the FCAL beampipe region cancel, in the RCAL beampipe regitm rontribute twice
(cosC s: -1). From this it is clear that E - p, is insensitive to energy leakage through UIP forward
beampipe hole whereas the opposite is true for particles escaping through the RCAL beampipe hole.
By reaction kinematirs (low Q2) it is expected that the photon remnant will most likely show up in
the RCAL beampipe region. Therefore, no low E-p, cut is applied.

For high E—p, the cut suppresses overlay events, where two events (e.g. physics and positron beamgas)
occur durin g the same bunch Crossing The width of the E—p, distribution for all events in this analysis
before the event selection is applied is determined by fitting a Gaussian. The maximum allowed E-p,
is 3u of this distribution away from 2E, which results in

E-p2 < 72.5GW.

12.11 Bremsstrahlung and luminosity monitor coincidences

(12.18)

The Bremsstrahlung proress ep -» e'py has a very high cross section. Since it decreases very rapidly
with scattering angle (~- (t~3), direct hits of the BPC have a negligible rate To veto accidental
coincidences some cuts on the counters of the ZEUS luminosity monitor are imposed.

The photon and the positron of a Bremsstrahlung event can end up in the gamma- respectively the
positron-tagger of the ZEUS luminosity monitor. In 0.7% of the events of the initial sample (no
selection cuts applied) the sum of the energies in the positron- and ^-tagger of the luminosity monitor
is between 25<?cV and 3QGeV. This gives an estimate of the rate of accidental coincidences. To get
the actual rate, this value has to be divided by the acceptance of the luminosity monitor in coincidence
mode, which is

= A, (12.19)

The acceptance of the 7-tagger A*, - 99% is given by geometry [66]. The acceptance of the electron
tagger A, is taken from an acceptance study for photoproduction events at very small Q2 to A, s; 100%
[57]. Therefore events that have an accidental Bremsstrahlung coincidence in the same bunch crossing
can be effectively vetoed by impusing

(12.20)

(12.21)
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Figure 12.18: Angle between photon and outgo-
ing positron for initial state radiation

12.12 Radiative corrections

Figure 12.19: Angle between photon and outgo-
ing positron for final state radiation

The distribution of energy deposits E1-, in the luminosity 7-tagger of the initial event sample (no
selection cuts applied) is shown in figure 12.17 Not allof the events that havemorethan iGeVin the 7-
tagger are due to overlays of Bremsstrahlung evenls äs mentioned in section 12.11. The Bremsstrahlung
coincidence events are responsible for about 20% of the events with E^ > \ The remainder stems
from inital state radiation of photons by the incoming positron. The acceptance of the 7-tagger is
about 50% [57] for these photons being scattered at very small angles. To estimate the necessary
radiative corrections a Monte Carlo study is performed.

Inital and final state radiative events have been generated using HERACLES 4.4 [48] interfaced to
LEPTO 6.1[46] via the program DJANGO6 [23]. The distribution of the angle between the radiated
photon and the outgoing positron is shown in figure 12.18 for initial state radiative events and in
figure 12,19 for final state radiation. For final state radiation the photon is almost collinear with the
outgoing positron, the tnean angle is only 2.5mrad which corresponds to 7.6mm at the beampipe
calorimeter, The cuts on the beampipe calorimeter hit position ensure, that the photon is hitting the
calorimeter äs well äs the positron for those events. Therefore the effect from final state radiation
is small. For initial state radiation, the mean angle is 20.8 mrad. This leads to the photon escaping
through the beampipe while the positron is entering the e-p collision at reduced energy.

The energy spectrum of energy deposits in the 7-tagger for Monte Carlo events is shown äs the dashed
line in figure 12.17. The agreement with data is good. The cut on the energy deposited in the 7-tagger
in (12.20) removes the radiative events which deposit energy there.

As Monte Carlo studies [49, 22] and photoproduction data analysises [17, 57] have shown, another
cut to suppress radiative corrections is to require some energy deposited in the RCAL, The cut used
there i s

f ^ l / ^ r t l / M *> TT\ > iLiev. \\.i.il)

This ensures by energy and momentum conservation that the exchanged photon has a least an energy
of E-,' - l GeV. The effect of this cut on the data can be seen in figure 12.20, 39% of the events are
removed when imposing (12.22),

12. Data sekction
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Figure 12.20: Energy in the FOAL versus energy
in the RCAL for the final selection of events in
data when the ERCAL > l GeV cut is not applied.

Figure 12.21: Energy in the FCAL versus energy
in the RCAL for the final selection of events in
Monte Carlo with radiative corrections when the
ERCAL > l GeV cut is not applied. (DJANGO
generator, not including diffraction)

The Monte Carlo study with radiative corrections included shows within statistics the saine behaviour
äs can be seen in figure 12.21. The difference in the spectrum of energy deposits in the FCAL between
the data and this Monte Carlo is due to diffractive events. There exists no Monte Carlo program
for diffrartive events at the moment that has radiative corrections included. The Monte Carlo that
is used in the acceptance calculation (Pythia and Herwig, see section 13) has the diffractive events
included but, unfortunately, no radiative corrections. The event distribution for those Monte-Carlo
events can be seen in figure 12.22. The spectra in FCAL and RCAL agree with data when the cut of
equation (12.22) is applied.

From these Monte Carlo studies it is estimated that while 10 ±4% of the non-radiative events are lost,
62 ± 35% of events with radiative corrections are suppressed, The conclusion is that in the final event
sample 11 ± 7% of the events will have a photon radiated from the incoming electron.

12.13 Spectra of measured quantities

Figure 12.23 shows the quantity E -p„ which by conservation laws should be 2 Ef. The distribution
does not peak at the theoretical value of 55.0GeK which is due to the photon remnant escaping
partially undetected the ZEUS detector. This is demonstrated by the Monte Carlo distribution shown
äs an overlay.

Figure 12.24 shows the time of the events in the BPC versus the time from the corresponding hits in
RCAL. The energy spectrum in the ränge used for the cross section analysis is shown in figure 12.25.

The distribution of the scattering angle of the positron in data and Monte Carlo can be found in
figure 12.27. The scattering angle is calculated by the hit posilion of the BPC, figure 12.26, seen
from the vertex position of i = 1.5mm, y = -1,3mm corrected for the beamtilt. Due to the position
reconstruction resolution of <rr = ay = 1.9mm only two bins are employed. Together with the energy
this yields the Q2 spectrum, which can be found in figure 12.28.
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Figure 12.22: Energy in the FCAL versus energy
in the RCAL for the final selection of events in
Monte Carlo without radiative corrections when
the EKCAL > ^GeV cut is not applied. (Pythia
and Herwig, including diffractive events)

Figure 12.23: Distribution of E - p, in the final
event sample, the line is at 2Ee = 55.04(?eV.
The dashed line is the result of the Monte Carlo
Simulation.

The Center of mass energy W of the i'p system is shown in figurc 12.29. H is computed by

W = (12.23)

where y is determined by the energy deposit in the BPC and s = 9 • 10* GcV2 the center of mass energy
squared of the positron proton collision.
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Figure 12.24: Beampipe calorimeter timing ver- Figure 12.25: Energy distribittion of the final
sus RCAL timing for events in the final sample event sample in the beampipe calorimeter. Filled

cirrles are data, the open circles are from Monte
Carlo Simulation
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Figure 12.26: Distribution of hit position of Figure 12 27: Distribution of the scattering an-
events in the final sample gle for hits in the beampipe calorimeter. Filled

circles are data, the Monte Carlo result is shown
äs a dashed line
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Figure 12.28: Qa spectrum of the final event sam- Figure 12.29: 7*p center of mass energy W of the
ple plotted äs füll circles, corrected for strip de- final event sample. The dashed line is from the
tector acceptance {table E.l) The dashed line Monte Carlo Simulation,
represents the result from the Monte Carlo Sim-
ulation.
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13 Acceptances

The acceptance is defined äs the number of Monte-Carlo events satisfying the event selection criteria,
applied in exactly the same way äs on the data, divided by the number of generated events in the
same kinematical ränge. Therefore the response of all detectors, e.g. BPC, uranium calorimeter, drift
chambers, to the particles from the event generators has to be simulated.

The trigger is simulated äs well, using the ZEUS trigger Simulation program ZGANA. Since the second
and third level trigger stage did not inake any cuts but applied only prescale factors to the data used
for the determination of the total ep cross section, only the first level trigger stage Simulation has to
be used.

The events used in the acceptance Simulation have been produced using Pythia [74] and Herwig [58]
Monte-Carlo event generators. The following processes are taken into account with relative contribu-
tions äs determined in [85]:

Non-diffractive events: 64%

Elastic diffraction: 13%
The three lightest vector mesons are generated with a ratio of p :
default)

Inelastic diffraction: 23%
The individual contributions are:

40% 7 dissociation

40% proton dissociation

20% double dissociation

= 17.2: 1 . 5 : l {Pythia

The non-diffractive events have been simulated using Herwig version 5.8. This is a minimum bias
event generator, using a cylindrical phase phase and a parametrization of particle multiplicities and
Pt distributions. The number of charged particles n in the final state is chosen according to a negative
binomialdistribution. Themean value (n) ofthatdistributionisa function of the center of mass energy
W of the hadronic System reduced by the mass of the two colliding particles M = W -m\- my.

(n) = 0.207 - (log M)3 + 0.431 • log M + 0.86

It has been deduced from a fit to ZEUS photoproduction data and hadron-hadron resnks.

The transverse momenta of the particles are taken from the probability distribution

(13.1)

dtf
(13.2)

where m Stands for the mass of the particle. The longitudinal momenta are generated Hat in rapidity
späte.

Pythia version 5.6 is being used for generating the diffractive processes. In Order to make Pythia
simulate scattering of virtual photons off the proton in ep collisions in the kinematical ränge the BPC
is operating at, some modincations have become necessary since Standard Pythia allows only for direct
and resolved hard photon proton processes. Also, the scattered positron is fixed to be collinear with
the initial one. To allow the Simulation of soft processes, the following strategy is being pursued: first,
a srattered positron is generated using the ALLM cross section parametrization [1]. The four-vector
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of the scattered positron is computed, assuming m, = OGeV. At the Q2 ränge of the BPC, this leads
to violations of momentum conservation on the order of 50 MeV. The generated photon is fed into
Pythia and a real photon proton process is generated.

The radiative corrections have been computed using HERACLES [48] interfaced to LEPTO [46) via
the program DJANG06 [23].

In order to speed up the calculation of the BPC acceptance the diffractive events have been restricted
to the kinematical ränge of 0.05 < Q2 < l Gev2 and 3.0 • 10~4 < yBj < 0.8. The scattering angle of
the positron has been restricted in azimuth to ±45° around the positive x axis. The non-diffractive
events fill the phase space of 0.05 < Q2 < l Gev1 and 0.01 < ys> < l, while no restriction on the
scattering angle has been imposed. The events for studies of radiative corrections are generated with
Q2 > 0.05 Gev2 and 0.05 < yBj < 0.8.

All the aforementioned physics processes have been generated separately. For the acceptance calcu-
lation the events have been mixed with appropiate weights to reproduce the correct event fractions.
The number of events in a fixed kinematical ränge (0.1 < Q2 < 0.5 Gev2 and 0.05 < ySj < 0.6) and
with the restriction of the scattering angle of the positron of ±45° around the positive x axis have
been determined for each process.

The weights for the events of the different processes have been calculated in such a way that the
weighted number of events of all processes end up to the total number of events generated and the
weighted number of events for each individual process represents the right fraction äs given above.
The result can be found in table D.l in appendix D.

13.1 Clustering acceptance

As already described in section 10.3, the acceptances for the reconstructed cluster positions have been
calculated on a 4 x 4mm3 grid from a special Monte Carlo. The result can be found in table E. l in
appendix E. For the cross section calculations these acceptancea are taken into account on an event
by event basis.

The overall clustering acceptance shall be estimated in the following: the clustering algorithm leads
to migrations in the hit positions at the edges of the strip detectors. Events that have their true hit
position outside the area defined by the final position and angular cuts (section 12.5 and 12.6) may
have a reconstructed position inside, and vice versa. The final position cuts (equations 12.8 and 12.9)
applied to the true hit position result in 16001 hits. To be independent of the cluster finding efficiency,
the cluster quality cuts (less than 4 Strips in x and y in the most energetic cluster) are already applied.
Requiring the reconstructed cluster position to be within the position cuts yields 16064 hits. This is a
migration of 0.4%. If the angular cuts of equations (12-10) and (12.11) are required in addition, 9997
events become accepted in the true quantities, compared to 10600 events after the clustering. The net
clustering acceptance is therefore

",lt = 106.0%. (13.3)

13.2 Q2 binning

Q2 is tneasiired by

Q2 = 2 E, EBPC - (l - cos eßPC),

where Ee = 27.52Gd' the energy of the positrons in HERA.

(13.4)
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Figure 13.1: Q2 resolution of the beampipe calorimeter. Plotted is R=aQi/Q2 versus energy in the
BPC. Solid line for largest possibles scattering angle 6, dashed line for smallest 9.

The accessible ränge of scattering angles is determined by the cnts in section 12.6. The minumum Q1

follows from the minimum energy allowed by equation (12 12) and ©mm:

(13.5)

the maximum is given by the maximum energy allowed by equation (12.12) and Or

(13.6)

The widthofthe Q2 bins is determined by the position and energy resolution of the beampipe calorime-
ter. The resolution is given by

-dy
(13.7)

The relative resolution fi = o<j2/Q2 is plotted in figure 13 l versus the energy in the BPC. The solid
curve corresponds to the hit positions at smallest scattering angle 9mjD (i = 65.4 mm, y - -23.1 mm).
The dashed line rorresponds to Qm„ (x — 75.3mm, y = -1.3 mm) allowed by the box cuts of section 12
for an interaction point at the equivalent vertex position (equation (11.3)).

Since the events taken are above HCeV, 10% relative Q2 resolution is uscd for the unrertainty in the
Q2 determination The Q2 bins are choosen to be twice äs wide. Taken at Q2max an iipper limit for
the bin width is derived: 0 076YV2. Table 13.1 gives the bin boundaries



bin 1
hin 2
bin 3
bin 4
bin 5
bin 6
b in?

lower bound
000
0-07
015
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.44

upper bound
0.07
0.15
0.22
029
0.36
0.44
0.51

Table 13.1: Q3 bin boundaries

13.3 Q3 acceptance

Dividing the distribution of events being accepted in Monte Carlo by the generated Q2 distribution
with the cuts on energy and polar angle 6 at the generator level applied yields the acceptance for the
total cross section determination in bins of Q3. This is done at various steps of the data selection to
discriminate between the different cuts.

The same cuts that are applied to the data are used on the reconstructed quantities in the Monte
Carlo, äs described in section 12. To simulate the effect of the trigger, the requirements of the FLT
slot 32 are applied to the trigger data provided by the ZGANA trigger Simulation. The details can be
found in appendix C, here the configuration '595' is used.

The acceptance averaged over the ränge 0.15 < Q3 < 0.36 is

= 6.3 ± 0.9%. (13.8)

The number of events20 and their associated statistical error, both for generated and accepted events,
are shown in table 13.2. The resulting Overall acceptance AQI with statistical errors is listed äs well.

Q3 IGE V3]
0.145-0.218
0.218-0.290
0.290-0.363

events accepted
19.1±4.5
206±5.0
24.7±5.2

events generated
209.5±18.9
425.1±28.0
395.5±26.4

AQ, [%}

9.13±2.28
4.85Ü.21
6.24±1.38

0.145-0.363 64.4±8.5 1030.2±42.9 6.26±0-86

Table 13.2: Acceptance of the beampipe calorimeter for the bins in Q2 used for the determination of
the total cross section. The error on the events is statistics folded with the relative weights of the
samples from the different generators. Trigger Simulation and data selection cuts are explained in the
text.

The decomposition of the acceptance from

AQ! = Ageom Atlig Aculs (13.9)

with Agtom being the geometrical acceptance, -4|ng the trigger acceptance, and Afut, the acceptance
of the remaining data selection cuts of section 12 is listed in table 13.3. The acceptance of each level
is taken after the cuts of the preceeding data selection are already applied.

30The number of events are the nuraber of entries in each bin weighted by the appropiale weight of the generator
sample, see table D.l in appendix Ü.
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Q2 [<7eV3]
0.145-0.218
0.2l8-fl.290
0.290-0.363

Aseom |%]
12.2±2.7
8.1±1.5

25.3±3.1

An, [%]

90.7±26.4
80.6±21.9
85.2±12.0

Afut, [%}

82.2±25.9
74.2±23.4
28.9± 6.9

AQ* [%!
9.13±2.28
4.85±1.21
6.24±1.38

0.145-0.363 15.6±1.3 85.7± 9.9 47.3± 7.1 6.26±0.86

Table 13.3: Acceptance decomposition. The total acceptance AQI is divided into acceptance after
applying the geometry cuts Ageomt the acceptance after the trigger Simulation At,ig and the acceptance
of the remaining data selection cuts Acat, using AQi = Ageom • A,„g • Aca„. Errors by statistics only

13.4 Check of the acceptance calculation

To check the acceptance calculation, a second, different method is used. The idea is to use all Monte
Carlo events that are accepted in the ±45° sector between 9mjn and Qmtx in figure 12.13 and rescale
that acceptance by the theoretical geometriral arceptance of the BPC area allowed by the data selection
cuts. Since the BPC occupies less than 45° in 4>, the cuts for the BPC have to be applied on true
quantities at the generator level.

The events become accepted, if the true scattering angle Gtrur of the positron seen from the interaction
vertex is

9mm < 9tru<- < ©BIM, (13.10)

where 9mjn and 9m„ are given by equations 12.10 and 12.11. A cut on the azimuthal angle * is
applied äs well to account for the fact that the beams pass off axis through the ZEUS detcctor The
events have to satisfy

*(r„e€[-450,450). (13.11)

The data selection cuts of section 12 are imposed äs long äs they are not concerning BPC qiiantities.
The trigger Simulation of ZEUS must also give a positive decision. The arceptance is determined äs a
function the true positron energy. On the generated events only the cut on the scattering angle &t™e
is applied.

To reduce the influcence of bin to bin migrations, the acceptance is averaged over energies from 11 GeV
to 23CeV. The acceptance for an event to hit the BPC at the generator level and to trigger ZEUS is
given by

Aie> = 18.3 ±1.6%. (13.12)

The theoretical geometrical acceptance for the events with the cuts on 9 and 4> äs described in
equations 13.10 and 13.11 is

= 25%. (13.13)

The difference between this mimber and the acceptance Asfi is the effect of the ZEUS trigger and the
data selection cnts, i.e. 27% of the events are lost due to the trigger acceptance and cuts on quantities
like timing and energy deposits in the main calorimeter of ZEUS and vertex position.
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The acceptance of the BPC by geometry alone is the dark shaded area allowed by the data selection
cuts in figure 12.13 divided by the area enclosed between o™,, and 6m«. It is

= 9.35%. (13-14)

To get the final acceptance A,ei has to be scaled. The scaling factor is the geometrical acceptance
-4«« divided by the acceptance X±«°:

/ = L = 0.37,

resulting in

A = f • A„, = 6.84 ± 0.60%.

(13.15)

(13.16)

The numbers obtained here differ somewhat from the values obtained in table 13.3. But this is
understandable since this cross check is free of tnigration effects. It is worth noting that the final
values of the average acceptance in equation (13.16) and (13.8) agree within statistics, i.e. the effect
of the migrations is handled correctly.
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14 Determination of the total 7*p cross section

The total cross section for electroproduction atp will be calculated in this chapter. Starting from
there, it is possible to calculate the cross section for the reaction of virtual photons with protons a^>p.
This can be compared to measurements by other experiments. Invoking the vector dominance model
it is possible to compare with the real photoproduction rross section.

14.1 Luminosity determination

The total luminosity accumulated by ZEUS in the runs used in this analysis is 1.94pb~', where the
ZEUS deadtime has already been taken into account. For details see [66]. The beampipe calorimeter
triggers had been prescaled. The nominal prescales at the first, second and third level of the trigger
was 4 at each level, amounting to a total of 64. This number has to be corrected for a peculiarity in
the third level trigger stage, which ran äs a parallel processing farm. Each of the processors applied its
own prescaling accounting, which is done by a random number generator. Nonetheless, the first event
showing up on each of the processors was taken without the prescaling being applied. For shorter
runs with only few events from the beampipe calorimeter trigger being written out, these 'first' events
account for a sizeable fraction of the total event sample, therefore reducing the effective prescale. In
figure 14.2 the effective prescale factor for the whole trigger chain versus integrated luminosity in the
run is plotted. For some runs, the TLT prescaling was turned off, rendering a constant overall prescale
factor of 16. The effective overall prescale factor for the events in this analysis is 49.6.

For caiculating the effective integrated luminosity the effective prescale factor has been applied on a
run by run basis. The effective integrated luminosity of all runs in this analysis is then

rf= 39.2 ± 0.4 ntr1. (14-1)

14.2 Background studies

The main sources of background are beamgas reactions and photoprodurtion events with Q2 = QGeV.
In beamgas events the incoming electron does not collide with a proton biit the residual gas in the
beampipe. In photoproduction events the photon remnant may hit the BPC and can be therefore be
mistaken äs the scattered electron.

14.2.1 Beamgas events

Beamgas events are hard to discriminate from ordinary events, if they occur close to the interaction
point. To account for these beamgas events, statistical subtraction using the pilot bunches has to
be employed. Pilot bunches are unpaired positron or proton bunches, where the bunch of the other
particle species is not filled. HERA operated in 1994 with slighthly varying pilot bunch configurations,
most of the times it has been filled with

153 positron-proton bunches
15 positron pilot bunches
17 proton pilot bunches.

The statistical background subtraction looks for events that survive all selection cuts and still ohginate
from a pilot bunch. Such events get a negative weight of the current contained in all positron-proton
bunches devided by the current in all pilot bunches of the corresponing type (electron or proton}.:

W= (14.2)
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In the final event sample no events stem from pilot bunches, But it is a problem of statistics since there
is about ten times more rurrent in the colliding bunches than in the pilot bunches. To estimate the
backgroiind a bigger sample has to be choosen. The cuts on the hit position and the energy deposit of
the BPC should not cut strongly into the beamgas spectrum above the BPC trigger energy threshold.
Therefore all hits on the ZEUS detector quantities are used {calorimeter energy and timing, vertex,
FLT trigger slot 32, TLT slot SPPll) while on the BPC only the timing cut is applied. 1993 events
remain, with no events coming from the proton pilot bunches and 14 stemming from positron pilot
bunches, which have a negative weight of W = 9.25. The beamgas contamination is therefore

= 6.5±1.7%. (14.3)

This amount of background corresponds to 0.59 ± 0.16 events in the final sample of 81 events, which
is in agreement with no event found associated with pilot bunches.

14.2.2 Photoproduction background

Photoproduction background is studied, by subjecting Monte Carlo event samples to the selection
cuts of this analysis. Different Monte Carlo samples are used, namely HERWIG diffractive and
nondiftractive [58], and a Monte Carlo based on the Nikolaev-Zakharov model [36] äs a cross check for
model dependence. The Q2 ränge is 0 < Q2 < 0.02CeV2 and the ränge in yßjotke« is 0.35 < y < 0.56.

Of the 17667 nondiffractive and 19516 diffractive HERWIG events none satisfies the data selection cuts.
Taking into account that the events have been given different weights according to their contribution
to the total cross section, this leads to an upper limit of the acceptance for photoproduction events:

ASFP< 1.8-10- (14.4)

The total photoproduction positron-proton cross section in this kinematical ränge is a^pp = 1.3/»b.
The expected number of events from photoproduction background is therefore:

NSPP < • Ceg = 0.9 (14.5)

Of the 20000 Nikolaev-Zakharov events none becomes accepted ei t her, leading to an upper limit due
to the diffractive photoproduction events alone of

5 • 10- (14.6)

The upper limit of expected events from diffraction alone is (with <r*ff = 0.39/ib from the Monte
Carlo)

(14.7)

which agrees with the result from HERWIG.

As a check on the rejection power of the cuts, the cuts on the hit position of the BPC and the vetoes
from the luminosity detector are lifted. A single event survives in the HERWIG sample, depositing
ll.lGeV in the BPC, and 14.52 in the electron tagger of the luminosity monitor. The hit position on
the BPC is ( x , y ) = (57.6mm, -2.35mm) Both the position cuts and the luminosity detector vetoes
safely reject this event. In the Nikolaev-Zakharov sample no events survive the loosend cuts.
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Dl 02 t» V.1 0-! Dt 07

Figure 14.1: Area in Q2,Vflj plane occupied by
the final event sample

Figure 14.2: Effective prescale factors versus inte-
grated luminosity for the events accepted by TLT
bit SPP 11 bit. The values at a prescale factor
of 16 are independent of the luminosity since the
TLT did not prescale for those runs.

14.3 Flux factors

Knowing the flux 7 of photons of a given virtuality Q2 being emitted from a positron, it is possible to
calculate the photon-proton cross section from the cross section for electroproduction. Equation (2.38)
relates the cross section for electron-proton collisions to the cross sections of longitudinally and trans-
versely polarized photons with protons. To obtain the total cross section for photon-proton reactions
ffi'p = <*vp + ffrpi one nas t° make an assumption about the contribution of the longitudinally po-
larized photons, which may be signincant. The relation between tr$.f and a^.f is parametrized by
equation (2.73). The mas5 of the vector meson put into the formulahere is the meanof the p, u and 0
vector mesons, according to their abundance in the vector meson dominance model, here taken from
the Pythia Monte Carlo generator: p : w : <}t = 17.2 : 1.5 : 1. That results in m\r = 0.78GcV. For a
mean <32 = 0.25GeVa, a^.p is 41% of <r£p, which must not be neglected.

The flux factors T = arflff-,~r for the different Q2 bins have been determined by numerical integration.
The kinematical ränge occupied by the final event sample can be found in figure 14.1 . That area defines
the boundaries for the integration.

The dependence of the cross section <TJ- on j/ = yBjorktn has been measured to be weak [42, 85].
assumed to be independent of y. This allows to write equation (2.38) in the following way:

yp

-;•?[(;-•)(*<dydQ*

Using equation (2.73) and setting £ = l, the total cross section can be written äs

Q2
T-,-D = 0'.,

*P
= 1 + TT.'ff

(14.8)

(14.9)



Integration then yiclds the flux fartor

(14.10)

The boundaries of the Integration are the minimum and maximum values of <?2 allowed by the cuts,
See equations (13.5) and (13.6). ymia and ym„ are funrtions of Q"1 and are drawn in figure 14.1. They
do not depend on the scattering angle 6 at the given precision and can therefore be described by linear

functions:

0.600 if(?3< 0.173
0.600-2.305 (Q3 -Q 173) if 0.173 < Q2 < 0.363

0.600 - 2.756 (Q2 - 0.145) if 0.145 < Q2 < 0.303
0.164 if Q2 > 0.303

(14.11)

(14.12)

The result of the Integration can be found in the following table 14.1, the flux factor for the whole
kinematical ränge is:

= 3.82 -10" (14.13)

Q2 [GfV2]
0.145-0.218
0.218-0.290
0.290-0.363

0.145-0.363

T
7.00-10-5

1,53-lQ-4

1.59-10-*

3.82-10-*

^-'
14292.0
6534.5
6292.8

2618.4

Table 14.1: Flux factors for different Q2 bins

14.4 Total 7*p cross section

Starting from equation (14.10) the total photon-proton cross section <r7.p can be expressed äs

ffr, = e$f+ <!!;., = *<,-r-1, (14.14)
the flux factor T äs calculated in section 14.3. The ep cross section a'fj> in the different Q2 bins i is
given by:

/ V - . ,

where

N*

tfbkg = l - Cbkg

'JdeaJ = l - tdrurl

= 39.2iO.4nb~1

= 93.5±1.7%
= 98.2±0.1%
= 63.9±1.3%

(14,15)

number of events in bin i, see tabte 14.2 on page 105
clustering acceptance, see table E. l in appendix E
Q2 acceptance, see table 13.2 on page 98
effective luminosity, see equation (14.1) on page 101
background subtraction, see equation (14.3) on page 102
deadtime correction, see equation (11.7) on page 76
Position detector efficiency, see equation (12.3) on page 81
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The quoted errors are by statistics only. The clustering acceptance Aciuf, is deterrnined by the hit
Position of an event. 1t is taken into account on an event by event basis rather than using the net
clustering acceptance of equation (13.3).

The result of the cross section calculation for each bin of Q2 is given with statistical error in table 14.2
The Q2 stated is the center of each bin. The quoted clustering acceptance is the average acceptance
•Achat for the ever

bin

1
2
3

ts m eac

P2

{GeV2}
018
0.25
0.33

i Q2 bin

events

27
32
22

Arhrt

[%]
100.0
107.4
98.0

AQZ
(%]

9.1±2.3
4.9±1.2
6.2±1.4

o«,
[nb]

11.3±36
27.0±8.6
13.Ü4.2

JT-I

14292
6535
6293

<Vp
M

160.8±52 1
176.3±56.0
826±26.4

Table 14.2: Electron-proton and total 7*p cross sections

Becauseof the limitedstatisticalaccuracy, the total cross section is calculated by treatingtheaccessible
Q3 ränge äs asingle bin. The mean acceptance äs given by equation (13.8) is used, AQI = 6.3 ±0-9%.
The average clustering acceptance for these events is -4ciujt = 102.4%. This being larger than 100% is
due to bin tnigrations in the Strip detertor acceptances which are taken into account on an event by
event basis.

The electroproduction cross section in the kinematical ränge R of this analysis shown in figure 14.1 is
then

a,. = (14.16)

The error quoted is the statistical error only. The mean Q2 is (Q2) ~ Q.25GeV2, the mean i'p center
of mass energy is W = 183CeV.

The total virtual photon-proton cross section 0yp at (Q2) = O.'KGeV2 is then given by the electro-
production cross section and the flux factor from equation (14.13), T""1 = 2618:

1 = 132 ± 24 /ib. (14.17)



14.5 Systematic uncertainties

The main contributiona to the systematic errors stem from uncertainties in the calibration of the
beampipe calorimeter, the position of the strip detector, the position finding efficiency and the ac-
ceptance The systematic errrors of the luminosity calculation, the background subtraction and the
deadtime determination are small.

14.5.1 Systematic error induced by the uncertainty in the energy scale of the BPC

In sections 9.2 and 9.3 the uncertainty of the energy calibration and the longterm stability has been
determined to be ss 5.5%. This is assumed to be a scale factor. To caiculate the influence of the
energy scale on the cross sections, the energy is rescaled by ±5.5% in the event reconstruction and a
new shifted Q2 of the events is determined.

The procedure to caiculate the resulting error on the cross section is the following: the reconstructed
energy of each accepted event is changed according to the systematic error in energy of ±5.5%. AH
other quantities remain fixed. The cross section calculated by equation (14.16) remains unchanged,
but the kinematical variables change: Q2 -+ Q2 and y -> y'. These changes in Q2 and y are used
to caiculate the change of the cross section atp(Q2) at the nominal mean Q2 = 0 248GeV2 of this
analysis In the following, all quantities computed at the shifted Q2 are denoted by a prime,

The flux factor F(Q2 ) is recomputed21 for the kinematical area covered using the shifted Q2 and y'
and yields the total -y'P cross section at the shifted Q2 value Q2 :

This cross section is then evolved to the cross section at the old value of Q2 using equations (2.69)
and (2.70) with £ = 1. Here the dependence on W is neglected, which has been measured to be small
[42, 85]:

mv Q2
1 + «

mv
1 +

m\f
(14.19)

This cross section is transformed back into an positron-proton cross section using the flux factor
from equation (14.13):

mv2 -t- Q2
1 + « (14.20)

where £ = l is assumed and m\> = 0.784GeV, äs before.

The difference Ai7ep between this cross section and the value for oep in equation (14.16) is the system-
atic uncertainty of the cross section.

In the following table the resulting cross sections are listed:

E' = 0.945 • E
E1 = 1.055 - E

P2'
\G*V*\4

0.262

y'

0.405
0.336

J^-1«?2')

3273.1
2035.3

<T,p

[nb]
621
39.8

A<T,.p

fnb]
11-6

-10.6

21 Sin«- y changes äs WP!|, the functions ymin(Q*
recomputed for Ihe Integration.

(equaüon (14.12)) and ym«(PJ) (equation ( 1 4 . 1 1 ) ) have to be
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It might be surprising that an error of 5.5% in the energy results in an error of 23% in the cros,s section.
The reason is the logarithm \n(ymvc/ymin} in the flux factor (see equation (14.10)). y is nonlinear in
the beampipe calorimeter energy E1. For a fixed error on the BPC energy, the closer E' is to the beam
energy, the bigger the error becomes on y. This is another reason to choose the upper limit on the
beampipe calorimeter energy at 23GeV.

14.5.2 Systematic error due to position uncertainty

The same strategy äs for the energy scale is used. The position accuracy of the beampipe calorimeter
survey is 1.5mm in x and y, see section 4.3. The value of Q2 depends much strenger on x than on y.
To account also for the effect of a shift in y the hit position in x of each event is shifted by ±2 mm.

x — x + 2 mm
x = x — 2mm

Q2'
[CeV2]
0.262
0.235

tf

0.370
0.370

r-*(Q2')

2647.8

2587.7

ff«,
[üb]

51.8
49.1

A<Tfp

[üb)
1.3

-1-3

14.5.3 Systematic error due to position finding efficiency

The position finding efficiency 7jpol in section 12.2 uses the clustering efficiency äs determined in the
testbeam and the relative efficiencies of the x and y plane äs determined from data. Cuts on the
number of strips allowed in a cluster are imposed, guided by shower size considerations.

Varying the cuts on the strip multiplicities in the cluster allows to estimate the systematic errors of
the position finding efficiency. If the cut on the strip multiplicity is tightened or relaxed, the position
finding efficiency will change. The cross section calculation is repeated with the changed cuts and
efficiencies and should ideally yield the same result.

First it is checked that the relative efficiency of the two position detector planes is independent of the
cuts on the strip multiplicities.

The result of the cross section calculation with different numbers of Strips allowed in the cluster is:

Multiplicity

3
4
5

"P«.

0.50±0.02
0.64±0.01
0.75±0.01

<rtp

[nb|
38-2
50.4
54.2

A*,,
[nb|

-12.3
0.0
3.7

14.5.4 Systematic error due to uncertainties in the acceptance calculation

The acceptance calculation has been cross checked in section 13.4. By comparing equations 13.8
and 13.16 the error in the acceptance calculation is

&A = AQi -A'= -0.59%.

The relative error in the cross section is therefore 9%, leading to &a,p — ±4.7nb.

(14.21)
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14.5.5 Radiative corrections

The effect of radiative corrections is determined by using the Monte Carlo program DJANGO and
is discussed in section 12.12. The shift in Q! is determined on the generator level by events where a
photon has been radiated in the initial state compared to such events where there was radiation in
the final state or no radiation.

12% of the events surviving the selection cuts have initial state radiation that leads to shifting Q2 by
1.8% towards smaller values, compared to events where no initial state radiation is present. Approxi-
mating

(14.22)

leads to a cross section 1.8% smaller.

14.5.6 O t her systematic uncertainties

The uncertainty in the background subtraction can be neglected. Only the relative bunch currents
enter in the computation of the weights, equation (14.2) Any systematic error in the current mea-
surement would cancel out.

Errors in the deadtime calculation have a small effect. Even doublhig the deadtime to 3.6% would
change the cross section by 1.9%.

The systematic error on the luminosity determination is stated [66] to be 1%.

The ctustering accepUnce uncertainty is estimated by comparing the net clustering acceptance of
106.0% äs given by equation (13.3) and the average clustering acceptance Aciult - 102.4% of the final
event sample. The difference is attributed to the systematic error. This changes the cross section by
3.5%.

Adding these uncertainties in quadrature, a systematic error of 4% results.

14.6 Final result with total systematic error and radiative corrections

To ob tarn the total error, the positive and the negative contributions of the uncertainties are added in
quadrature. Correcting the cross section for the radiative corrections äs well, leads to a positron-proton
cross section in the kinematic ränge of this analysis (see figure 14.1) of

•4-11 1
_ ' (syst)nb, (14.23)

for the cuts applied.

The tnean of the events leads to Q2 = 0.25GeV2 and the Vp center of mass energy is W = 183 GeV.

Using equation (14.10) this can be translated into the photon-proton cross section at a (Q2} =

J.-1C.

= 130±24(stat) _ (ayst)/*b. (14.24)
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Assuming a Q2 dependence of the cross section according to equations 2.69 and 2 70 with (, = l, this
value can be extrapolated to the total cross section for photoproduction at Q2 — 0

= 0) = = 183 ± 34(stat)
+ 49

(syst) /ib, (14.25)

where MV = 784 MeV is used.

This has to be compared to the recent measurements in photoproduction at HERA:

"IP
ßb

165±2±11
143±4±17
185±5±16

W
GeV
200
180
180

reference

142]
[85]
[57]

Table 14.3: Comparison of the photon proton cross sections measured in photoproduction at Q3 = 0
at HERA. The first error quoted is due to statistics, the second one is due to systematics.

In figure 14.4 the total cross section a^ = aT-\-oL for the scattering of virtual photons off protons is
plotted for different values of Q2 versus Wy for comparison. The cross section rr^(Q2 = 0.25OV2)
of this analysis, equation (14.24), is plotted äs a star at Q2 = 0.25CeV2. The first two values from
table 14 3 of the total photoproduction cross section at Q2 ~ 0 are also plotted äs solid circles. The
solid line is the parametrization of equation (2.54), taken fron) [29]

14.7 Determination of F2

Using the definition of the longitudinal structure function
tion (2.26) can be written äs

Integrating both sides over y yields

4JTQ2

in equation (2.35) the ep cross sec-

(14.26)

(14.27)

Equation (14 27) can now be integrated on both sides along the proredure described in section 14.3
over the kinematical area covered in this analysis. The valup of FI has to be choosen, since no
measurement is available in this kinematical ränge, ßeing guided by the vector dominance model,
equation (2.73), and the definition of the longitudinal structure function by (2.34) it is assumed that

FL = 0 4 F2.

The result for Fj is

(14.28)

(14.29)
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Figure 14.3: F3 determined from the BPC data at Q2 = 0.25CeV2 and x = 7.4 1(T6. The smaller
error is the error due to the uncertainty in F^. For this, FL has been varied between 0 and 100% of
FI- The bigger error is this error plus the total systematic and statistical error of this analysis added
in quadrature. In the left plot, the parametrization of Fj given by Donnachie and LandshofT [30} is
plotted for values of Q2 = 0.25, 0.4, and O.SCeV2. In the right figure, the parametrization frora Glück,
Reyaand Vogt [37](1995) is shown for <?2 = 0.4,0.5GeK2. At these values of Q2 the parametrization
has to be taken with caution, see text in section 14.7.

at a mean (Q2) = 0.25(7eV2 (Q2 = 0 15 . . . 0.36Gpfa) and (r) = 7.4 I0~6 (z = 3-05 10~6 . . . 24.5 -
10~9). The first systematic error is due to the systematic error on the cross section, the second one
due to the assumed uncertainty of FL- It is derived by varying FI = 0 . 100% ^2 in the Integration
procedure.

In figure 14.3 this value is plotted together with a parametrization forFj from Donnachie and Ländshoff
[30], see equation (2.58), and with the parametrization from Glück, Reya and Vogt (GRV) taken from
[37](1995). The smaller error bars indicate the error due to the uncertainty of F^,. To get this error,
the magnitude of FL has been varied between 0 and 100% of F2 in the Integration procedure described
above. F2 is then in the ränge between 0.29-0.33. The larger error is the total systematic and statistical
error of this analysis added in quadrature to the error due to the uncertainty of F/,.

The parametrization from Donnachie and Ländshoff is based on Regge theory {see section 2.2) and
works well at small values of Q2. The GRV parametrization can, strictly speaking, not be applied
at the Q2 values of this experiment. At these small values of Q2 the parametrization is dominated
by the valence-like input structure functions, which can be seen by the 'bump' showing up at large
x. Citing from their 1995 paper [37], the "parametrizaüons are then valid for 0.4 £ Q2 ~ 10eGfV2

[ . . . ] and 10~5 ~ x < 1." They also state that one has to allow their evolution procedure to
get away from the input structure functions. "Therefore, only well above the valence-like input
scale p, Q2 ~ 0,5 - O.ÖGeV2 say, will our dynamical perturbative predictions become reliable and
experimentally relevant."
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Figure 14.4: Total cross section for scattering of virtual photons off protons at different values of Q3

plotted versus center of mass energy W2 of the photon-proton System; adapted from [82]. The solid
curve ia the parametrization (2.54) for photoproduction at Q2 = 0 from [29]. Photoproduction data
is plotted äs solid circles, the result of this analysis is shown äs a star. The photoproduction points
aroiind W2 = 3.5 • 10V-'eK2 are taken from [42] and [85],



15 Conclusion

The feasibility of measuring inelastic positron-proton scattering at angles of R; 23 mrad with a smail
längsten calorimeter with Si-diode readout has been demonstrated. Main difficulties with working
very close to the circulating positron and proton beams wert !a'k of space and a large radiation
background. During the 1994 measurements a total dose of seiend 1000 Gy was accumulated at a
distance of 5 cm from the beams, which required exchanging part of the detector during that period.
Careful monitoring of this background together with machine operations is required in this type of
experiments.

As a result, the e+p cross section has been measured at a mean Q2 of (Q2) = 0.25 GeV2 and a photon-
proton center of mass energy of (W) = 183CeV. This cross section can be translated into a virtual
photon-proton cross section. One obtains

+35
= 130 ± 24{stat) _ (syst) pb.

Extrapolated to Q2 = 0 with the help of the vector dominante model one gets

+49
<W7p) = 183±34(stat) _ß3 (syst)/ib.

These values fit well an Interpolation of measurements made at Q2 = 0 and at larger values of Q7,
and provide a first glimpse at the region between photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering. The
errors are dominated by systematics, the biggest contribution coming from the energy calibration and
the hit detection efficiency.

The proton structure function F2, determined from these raeasurements at (Q2) = 0.25GeK2, (IBJ) =
7.4 - 1(T8 is

(syst)

where the last error comes from the uncertainty in the longitudinal structure function FL.

This value can be compared with an approach by Donnachie and LandshofT [30], which is based on
Regge theory, and which was used to fit Iow energy data of the NMC collaboration, Extrapolation of
this fit to HERA energies predicts fj at our values of Q2 and IBJ. One of the topical questions is,
whether the Pomeron seen in very high energy experiments at HERA and the pp colliders is identical
with the 'soff Pomeron introduced a long time ago, or, whether a Pomeron with additional ('hard')
properties is needed. Donnachie and Landshoff remark that "if the HERA experiments find results for
fWy significantly larger at small x than our extrapolations, we claim that this will be a clear Signal
that they have discovered new physics." The experimental value found for FZ = vWi is larger than
their extrapolation, but the error is still too large to allow conclusions.
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A Channel assignment

The assignment of the Strips of the position detector to the readout channels can be seen from fig-
ure A.l.

I 7 I 8 I 9 2 0 2 I 222324 13 14 15 16

beampipe

12
M
10
09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01

Figure A.l: Channel assignment of the position detector Strips (äs seen from the interaction region)

The calorimeter channel assignment is äs follows. The numbering of the segments is the same äs in
section 5.1.1.

Analog-Sum: Channel 31
Segment Ia: Channel 30
Segment Ib: Channel 27
Segment Ic: Channel 29
Segment Id: Channel 28
Segment 11: Channel 26
Segment III: Channel 25

Table A.l: Calorimeter channel assignment



B Calibration constants of the strip detector during 1994 datataking

Strip number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
U
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Offset
[ADC chs]

-382.3
-416.6
-388.5
-438.5
-339.3
-352.0
-499.1
-397.9
•273.1

-15.0
-412.7
-286.5
-150.5
-189.0
-129.8
-131.4
-309.5
-583.2
-426.8
-424.3
•313.4
•447.9
-386.4
-556.5

Slope
IADC chs/ fC\2

34.68
29.93
33.28
29.01
29.18
35.76
32.03
25.87

0.21
30.75
26.50
29.85
30.18
2392
2401
24.63
3952
30.26
29.81
24.67
31.03
28.55
39.38

Position of stri
in ZEUS coord

x-strip
[mm]

91.48
95.48
99.48

103.48
59.48
63.48
67.48
71.48
75.49
79.48
83.48
87.48

p centera
i na t es

y-strip
[mm]
19.02
15.02
11.02

7.02
3.02

-0.98
-4.98
-8.98

-12.98
-16.98
-20.98
-24.98

Comment

strip not connected

defunct amputier

noisy amplifier"
noisy amplifier
noisy amplifier
noisy amplifier

Table B.l: Calibration constants of the strip detector during 1994 datataking

'Strips 13-16 used preamplifiers differently mounted than the reit.
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C Configuration of BPC trigger slots in the GFLT

The following tables are excerpts from the ZEUS GFLT homepage [62] in the Worldwide Web.

In table C.l the different configurations of the GFLT trigger slots pertaining to the BPC are listed.
The definitions of the names can be found in table C,2. Thal table is organized following the trigger
ID (last three digits). For the definition, C notation is used: '||' is a logical OR, '&&' is a logical AND.
The 'Sn' is the nth variable in the argument list of the name.

Run Id Name Prescale
9385 -

9631 -
9693 -

10154 -

9627
9628
9689

10149
10150
10263

909031558
909031594
909031558
909031594
909031594
909031594

BPCtimingH'vv
BPCtimingl4*vvv
BPCtimingl4*vv
BPCtimingl4*vvv
BPCtimingl4*vvv
BPCtimingl4*wv

512
512
512
512

0
512

Run Id Name Prescale
9466 -

9631 -
9693 -

9627
9628
9689

10149
10150
10154

909032583
909032595
909032583
909032595
909032595
909032595

BPCt*CALetc*vv( 13,464, 1250,1250,464)
BPCt*CALetcgTRK*vw( 13,464, 1250, 1250,464)
BPCt*CALetc*vv(13,464, 1250,1250,464)
BPCt*CALetcgTRK*wv( 13,464, 1250, 1250,464)
B PCt* C A LetcgTRK * vvv( 1 3 ,464 , 1 250, 1 250 ,464 )
BPCt*CALetcgTRK*vvv( 13,464, 1250, 1250,464)

4
4
4
4
0
4

9466

9631
9693

Run
- 9627

9628
- 9689
- 10149

10150
10154

Id
909034560
909034596
909034560
909034596
909034596
909034596

slot 34:
Name
BPCt*CAL.E'aTRK*vv(13,4972)
BPCt*CAL.E*gTRK*vvv(I3,4972)
BPCt'CAL_E*aTRK*vv(13,4972)
BPCt*CAL_E*gTRK*vvv(13,4972)
BPCt'CAL.E*gTRK*vw( 13.4972)
BPCt*CAL.E*gTRK*wv(I3,4972)

Prescale
1
1
1
1
0
1

Table C.l: List of BPC triggers slots at the GFLT for the 1994 runs in this analysis
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BPCtimingl4*vv

id: 558

logic: l

veto: C5v, VWiv, SRTDv, BPCemptyv

RPCt*CAL-E*aTRK'vv

id: 560

logic: BEAMLINE-goodJ.iming <$!&&( CAL.E >$?}&& -TRK-multiplicity > l

veto: C5v, VWiv, BPCemptyv, SRTDv

BPCl^CALetcVv

id: 583

logic: BEAMLINE-good-timing < $1 fe& ( ( RCAL.EMC.E > $2 || RCAL_E.th > $3 ||
FCALth-LUMI > $4 ) || ( { CAL.E > $5 ) &fe .TRKjnultiplicity > l ) )

veto: C5v, VWiv, BPCemptyv, SRTDv

BPCtimingU'vvv

id: 594

logic: l

veto: C5v, VWiv, BPCemptyv, VWov, SRTDv

BPCt*CALetcgTRK*vw

id: 595

logic: BEAMLINE-good-timing < $1 fcfe ( { RCAL_EMC_E > $2 || RCAL_E.th > $3 ||
FCALth-LUMI > S4 ) || ( ( CALJ1 > $5 ) fefc ( TRK.quality == 2 || TRK.quality
== 3 ) ) }

veto: C5v, VWiv, BPCemptyv, VWov, SRTDv

BPCt'CAL-E*gTRK'vw

id: 59fi

logic: BEAMLINE-good-timing < $1 fcfc ( CAL.E > 52 ) && ( TRK.quality == 2 || TRK.quality
= = 3 )

veto: C5v, VWiv, BPCemptyv, VWov, SRTDv

Table C.2: Trigger slot definitions of the BPC trigger at the ZEUS Global First Level Trigger
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D Weights of the samples from different physics generators

process events weight
non-diffractive 2501 l 267
elastic 809 0.796
7 dissociation 657 0.693
proton dissociation 648 0.703
double dissociation 336 0 678

Table D.l: Weight factors of the Monte Carlo events used in the acceptance calculation for atgt
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E Strip detector acceptances from the clustering Monte Carlo

The beampipe calorimeter acceptances in ( x , y ) are given by the effect of dead Strips of the strip
detector folded with the clustering position recontruction. The Monte Carlo used for this calculation
is described in section 10.3 The result for tbe acceptances Aciu,t on a 4 x 4 mm2 grid is listed in the
following table. The grid positions are the centers of the Strips of the position detector.

y

18.9
14.9
10.9
6.9
2.9

-1.1
-5.1
-9.1

-13.1
-17.1
-21.1
-25.1

X

59.4

278.9
191.2
169.4
164.5
157.8
221.1
69.3

202.5
197.8
71.9

264.8
222.8

63.4

175.4
116.9
105.2
105.4
92.5

130.3
45.3

120.8
121.9

38.7
157.4
142.7

67.4

156.9
102.0

93.7
93.4
80.7

116.8
38.0

106.5
105.5
38.3

148.7
126.7

71.4

145.6
105.6

92.0
92.9
81.8

116.3
37.9

102.8
102.7
40.8

144.1
130.5

75.4

147.1
103.7
95.6
92.3
81.3

118.2
37.3

106.9
106.5
36.6

144.4
125.0

79.4

149.8
105.2
91.9
92.6
83.3

115.3
39.4

108.3
102.1

40.0
145.2
125.7

83.4

155.1
104.6
93.0
93.8
82.8

120.1
36.8

106.1
109.7
39.1

145.5
126.0

87.4

150.6
105.0

94.2
91.3
81.2

117.4
41,5

104,0
104,1
37,0

150,0
124.2

91.4

153.5
103.5
93.0
92.8
79.2

119.8
41.4

106.9
108.2
35.2

140.1
145.1

95.4

157.4
102.4

95.6
91.3
81.1

121.7
40.3

1039
110.0
38.2

150.0
120.6

99-4

169.2
116.7
107.1
100.0
95-1

132.9
42.7

120.1
125.4

40-6
167.2
145.4

103.4

287.8
160.6
149.4
152.4
131.3
191.4
60.8

168.8
186.4
57.1

234.5
210.2

Table E.l: Clustering acceptances Aciult in (x,y) bins given in per cent äs determined from the
clustering Monte Carlo described in section 10.3. The quoted position is the center of the bin in ZEUS
coordinates.
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